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We've made a great computer
a lot better.
Varian's new 620/L has a dramatic
price/performance ratio that gives
more computer in less space at
lower cost. The 620/L is an
advanced design of the reliable,
field-proven (over 1300 installed
worldwide), systems-oriented 620/i
computer.
Priced at only $7700, the 620/L
has an 8K, 16-bit, high-performance memory that can be expanded
to 32K inexpensively. Each 4K
memory increment is$2300. What's

more, if you don't need 8K, you'll
find the basic 4K, 16-bit 620/L very
attractive at $5400!
The 620/L is small, so small that
when fu lIy expanded - a 32,768word system with all main frame
options and up to eight peripheral
controllers-fits into just 21 inches
of rack height.
The 620/L is 100% liD-and software-compatible with the 620/i,
and new peripherals and software
have been, added. All peripherals,

software, and application packages
(developed for earlier 620 models),
as well as the 620/L itself, are offthe-shelf.
You know us. You know that when
we say we have something better,
we can prove it. Talk to the big company in small computers.

'linn'\ varian

~~;-J data machines
The Big Company in Small Computers

U.S. Sales Offices: Downey (213-927-1371), San Diego (714-298-9292), San Francisco (415-9GO-999G), Calif.!Washington (301-773-6770), D.C.lChicago (312-692-7184), III.IWaltham (617-899-6072),
Mass.lDetroit (313-645-9950), Mich.lMinneapolis (612-926-6571), Minn.l Albuquerque (505-298-55701. N. Mex.lNew Rochelle (914-636-8118), Rochester (716-586-3273), N.Y./Fort Washington (215-643-2355),
P".IDall"s (214-231-5145), Houston (713-781-0105), Tex. Other offices worldwidelVarian Data M.lcilines, a Varian subsidiary, 2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine, California 92664. Telephone 714/833-2400.
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An easier keyboard
for your operator...
An advanced tape station
for your computer
The Tally Datascribe emphasizes simple operation
with your keypunch operator in mind ... and a host
of versatile data handling options for more efficient
utilization of a key-to-tape recorder. If you already
have key-to-tape recording and communications
equipment, you'll be especially interested in Datascribe. That's because Datascribe designers took the
time to reflect on the shortcomings of all the earlier
key-to-tape equipment in order to build a better
machine.
.The keyboard is virtually identical to the conventional keypunch keyboard. Operation is so simple you
can learn from the manual if you choose. For training
purposes, all data is displayed in English language.
Both the 7 and 9 track units are identical in operation and features.
The Datascribe system is one basic unit which, with
the addition of appropriate plug-in options, can be
additionally used as a remote data terminal, pooler,
high speed communicator or high speed print station.
The Datascribe offers a unique and highly efficient
data compression feature. In t.he transmission mode,

one character can be used to represent many when
data is identical to the preceding data or preceding
record. Datascribe operates over dial up telephone
lines. Both supply and take-up for full10~" reels is
standard.
And this is just the beginning. Call your nearest Tally
regional office or contact us here for full details.
Tally Corporation, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent,
Washington 98031. Phone (206) 251-5500.
Regional Offices:
Chicago: 33 North Addison Road, Addison, Illinois 60101
(312) 279-9200
Dallas: 2339 Inwood Plaza, Dallas, Texas 75235
(214) 521-5657
Los Angeles: 501 N. Golden Circle Drive, Santa Ana, California 92705 (714) 542-1196
New York: 45 North Village Avenue, Rockville Centre, Long
Island, N.Y. (516) 678-4220
Richmond: 5404 Distributor Drive, Richmond, Virginia
23225 (703) 231-0259
San Francisco: 420 Market Street, San Francisco, California
94111 (415) 989-5375
England: Tally, Ltd., Tally House, 7 Cremyll Road, Reading
RG18NQ, Berkshire Reading 580-142

TALLY
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Vanguard Series
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What's a remote batch tenninal that's
compatible with 4 main frames worth?
About 4 times
more than it costs.

That's right! The new Atron
MULTI-COMM Terminal is
compatible with 4 different main
frame modes-the IBM 2780 BSC,
the CDC 200 UT, the Univac 1004,
and the XOS/Univac OCT 2000yet costs only about as much as a
standard remote batch terminal.
So, for the price of one, the new
Atron MULTI-COMM Terminal
gives you the communication ability
of a number of remote batch
terminals with the flip of a switch.
Proven Lowest
Cost-To-Performance Ratio
No other terminal manufacturer can offer you so much
for so little. For example, the Atron MULTI-COMM Terminal
shown with the IBM 2780 BSC and Univac 1004 modes
leases for just $1,410 per month (including maintenance)
and gives you all these operation capabilities:
• 400 CPM Card Reader. 380 LPM Line Printer. 8K Byte
CPU. MULTI-COMM Channel (requiring only one data set)
You don't need a highly skilled computer operator on
your staff to use it either. Or an expensive storage system.
You simply switch-select the desired mode from the
set of immediately
available core resident
communication modes.
Of course, since the Atron
MULTI-COMM Terminal
is programmable,-you
can do your own on-site
computer work and
CIRCLE 26 ON READER CARD

minimize costly connect time
and central site usage. And you'll
quickly discover how much
faster and easier programming
is when you're working with
truly "compiler level hardware"
... the perfect blend of hardware
and software.
Total Flexibility
"Ah, but is there a MULTI-COMM
Terminal that will fit into my
operation?" This is a question we
look forward to answering.
Because Atron remote batch
terminal systems are not only
compatible with all common communication modes,
they're totally flexible. You tailor peripheral components
to your system needs:
• Card Readers - 225 to 1000 CPM
• Line Printers -135 to 1250 LPM
• Magnetic Tape Units - 7 and 9 channel
And if you have special systems requirements, we have the
special peripheral component to handle them. So, whatever
your operational needs, we can help you build the
system to handle them.
We stand behind our equipment too ... with over 75
authorized Atron service facilities.
If you'd like to hear more, just give us a call ... or drop
us a line. We'll be happy to give you a cost-performance
analysis for your operation.

n,

ATRON CORPORATION
1256 Trapp Road •

st. Paul,

Minnesota 55121 • 612/454-6150
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Henry Martin's flipped-out computer sets the
proper tone of cheeriness for our feature articles.
After that things settle back to normal. But you're
on your own.
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To give you a comprehensive and easy-touse guide to EDP products and services,
Datamation editors and a panel of technical
consultants have compiled the Datamation
Industry Directory.
It's full of current information-but not
in an undigested mass. Instead, it has been
carefully organized to give you quick
answers to the vital questions:
How does the price compare with
competitive products?
'What are the key specifications?
Is the product compatible with my slstem?
Can I get quick service and maintenance?
Is the supplier well-established?
One complimentary copy of the directory
will go to each of some 31,000 computer
April 1, 1971

installations-and to over 2,000 OEM suppliers. But you'll find it much more convenient to have your own personal copy at
hand for reference. So reserve one from
the limited overrun now. Clip and mail the
coupon below today.

A. Treat Walker, Manager
Datamation Industry Directory
35 Mason Street, Greenwich, CT 06830
o Here's my check for $25.00.
Reserve a personal copy of DID for me.
Name ________________________
Title ________________________
Company ________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _
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(Cleared up 'by Cybermatics Inc., Fort Lee, New Jersey)

What you see in the picture below is a bad case of cyberling rivalry.
The phone book is full of companies named C:Yber-something. Since we
helped make this mess, we'd like to cleanup our comer of it.

Here's the mess, torn from the phonebook. We're in there somewhere. Can you find us?

Our full name is "C:Ybermatics~' You won't find the word in a dictionary
yet, but it has a precise meaning: the science of managing informationcommunication systems.
That's exactly what'Cybennatics Inc. does.We develop on-line computer
systems.This is the big leagues of the computer game. It takes big-league
talent. Four of the 18 great brains in on-line computers work at Cybennatics.
Companies don't build on-line computer systems every day. So it may be
quite a while before you ask your secretary to get you "C:Ybermatics~'
But when you do,please pronounce it very,very carefully.
©
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1970 CYBERMATICS INC.

DRTRMRTION

DATE

EVENT/SPONSOR LOCATION

CONTACT

COST

April 11-13

COMPSO West

Los Angeles

Computer Expositions, Inc.
37 W. 31st St.
New York, N.Y. 10018

Free
preregistered
$2 at door

May 2-5

Assoc. of Business Forms
Mfrs. Annual Meeting

Miami

ABFM
P.O. Box 5737
Washington, D.C. 20014

Unknown

May 4-6

SID Int'l. Symposium

Philadelphia

Lewis Winner
152 W. 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

Unknown

May 18-20 .

Spring Joint
Computer Conference

Atlantic City

AFIPS
210 Summit Ave.
Montvale, N.J. 07645

Preregistration
$20, members
$50, others

May 25-28

20th Annual Convention
National Microfilm Assn.

Washington, D.C.

NMA
Suite 1101
8728 Colesville Rd.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

Unknown

June 1-4

NRECA 7th Annual DP and
Automation Conference

Atlanta

C. E. Aultz National Rural
Electric Cooperative Assn.
2000 Florida Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Unknown

June 3-5

Conference on Area-Wide
Health Data Network

Buffalo

Continuing Medical Educ.
2211 Main St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214

$90

June 20-26

2nd Annual Interactive
Computer Graphics Conf.

Palo Alto

Prof. David A. Thompson
Dept. of Industrial Eng.
Stanford Univ.
Stanford, Calif. 94305

$395

June 22-25

DPMA Conference & Expo

Houston

DPMA
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, III. 60068

Unknown

July 26-30

International Compllter
Expo. for Latin America

Mexico City

Sociedad Mexicana de
Computacion Electronica
Yacatas, 435
Mexico 12, D.F.

Unknown

Aug. 3-5

1971 National Conf.
of the ACM

Chicago

ACM
1133 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10036

Aug. 3-5

The Counter-Conference

Boulder, Colo.

David Burmaster
545 Technology Sq.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Aug. 16-20

Jerusalem Conference on
Information Technology

Jerusalem

Jerusalem Conf. on Info
Technology
P.O. Box 7170
Jerusalem, Israel

Aug. 22-27

Int'l. Conference on
Information Science

T~I-Aviv

ISLIC
P.O. Box 16271
Tel-Aviv, Israel

Aug. 23-28

IFIP Congress 71

Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia

IFIP Congress 71
Box 4197, Grand Central
New York, N.Y. 10017
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POTTER LP 301]
135 LPM,UP TO
$3,3851

The Potter LP 3000 Line Printer is ideal for data communications systems and mini-computers. At 300
char/sec. or 135 Ipm i~ is perfectly matched to 2400
baud data rates and offers more than 10 times the
speed of ordinary I/O typewriters - all at only a fraction of the cost of computer line printers.

8

DRTRMRTION

II LINE PHI TEH
132COLUMNS
IlCH/100

Designed with just a small percentage of the parts used
in other printers, it gives you a level of reliability never before possible. You can incorporate the Potter LP 3000 Printer
into your system easily and with confidence. It's in production now!
For information on the LP 3000 and any of Potter's com-

April 1, 1971

I.-....r:

plete line of mag netic tape transports,
disk drives, printers or 96 column card
~®·R
peripherals, contact Potter Instrument .~_
Company, Inc., 532 Broad Hollow
Road, Melville, N. Y. 11746. Phone:
(516) 694-9000

CIRCLE 37 ON READER CARD
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Our COM graphics capability
lets you do
some great card tricks.
See that aperture card? It contains
a precise, microfilm image of
stored computer data. Time lapse
from data input to processed
output? Less than a minute.
Our new Microfilm Plotter lets you do Some
other impressive tricks, too. A single-data input
command can produce a circle, arc, line or vector in solid, dashed or broken lines.
Other capabilities include overplotting.· Previewing on monitor scope. Optional alpha-

10

numeric character generator. Plus
other options depending on your
particular application.
Price? You'll be surprised how little
it costs.
So if you're still plotting computer data on
paper, chances are our Microfilm Plotter is just
what you need to cut that work load down to size.
For details, contact The Bendix Corporation,
Computer Graphics, 23850 Freeway Park Drive,
Farmington, Michigan 48024. (313) 477·3700.
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Slanted opinion
Sir:

Data processing has spawned more
illogical, unscientific, inappropriate,
foggy, slippery, ill-chosen terms than
any other field of science or technology. Especially to be decried are the
compounds formed with hyphens
and slants. And now the latest monstrosity is upon us: price/ performance. This from "Benchmark
Changes in the '70s" in the Jan. 15
issue.
". . . but mostly the 3~Hh generation is defined by price/performance,
one of the few commodities that can
be sold in a down market."
Find me one person who will define that piece of jargon in terms
acceptable to anyone else. In the
name of English decency, please do
what you can to stamp 01,l1 the
spread of price/performance.
GERALD COHEN
Staatsburg, New York
We don't have the timet space.

Ethics epic
Sir:
The Jan. 1 News Scene contains a very
inaccurate reference to the 26,000
members of the Association for Computing Machinery. According to the
article on p. 58, a rather young and
small (2,000 members claimed) organization of programmers and analysts pretends to be "already ahead of
the other organizations by having a
code of ethics ... "
Since November of 1966 the members of the ACM have had strong
guidelines for our ethical conduct in
this field. These guidelines, entitled
"Professional Conduct in Information
Processing," cover relations with the
public, employers and clients, and
with other professionals.
"
MICHAEL F. VVEISBARD
Elmhurst, Illinois
-

Higher and hire
Sir:
It's quite likely that the long-haired
youth in the cartoon on p. 50 of your
Feb. 1 issue is thinking (in response to
April 1, 1971

the question posed by his establishment elder, "Are VO'I familiar with
the Protestant work etbnic?") the following thought: "Yes, L 'e higher you
go the whiter you probahly are."
VVILLIAM J. VVILSON
Huntsville, Alabama

For his thoughts
Sir:
I usually enjoy the cartoons in
DATAMATION, but the one in the
Feb. 1 issue showing a personnel
manager asking an applicant whether
he was familiar with the Protestant
work ethnic left me a little dazed.
No more ethnic jokes, please.
W AL TER PENNEY
Greenbelt, Maryland

White flag
Sir:
Okay-we give up. What's the Protestant work ethnic?
CANDY WILMOT
TOM ALLEN
U rballa, Illinois

companies to raise additional funds
subsequently.
Venture capitalists can still be
"turned on by a new concept or a
technological breakthrough," but will
insist, as true venture capitalists always have, on a realistic cash flow
that supports a potential business opportunity. Some feats that are technologically fascinating should not be
funded by venture capital; e.g.,
moon flights and supersonic transports.
Groups with unique capabilities
and obvious commitment will find
that venture capitalists are still around
and are interested in listening to their
stories.
KENNETH W. RIND
Oppenheimer and Company
New York, New York
Your phone's ringing.

Slide remarks
Sir:
Reference: "Fearless Opinion" (Letters, Jan. 1, p. 12).
In answer to the question posed,
Corning Data Systems, Raleigh,
N.C., manufactures the Corning 904
interactive graphics display terminal,
which is suitable for the task of visual
verification of character pairs.
The Corning 904 employs a photo-

It's when a typographical error creates misunderstanding and almost a moment of
truth. However, it offended our code of
ethnics, too.

Rolph can't myth
Sir:
Mr. Rolph in his discussion of 1970's
money problems (Jan. 15, p. 28) supports the myth that there is a shortage of venture capital. In reality, a
number of new sources of vehture
capital opened up duri~g last year.
What actually did disappear was the
public market for newly formed corporations and with it those "investors" who relied on the "greater fool
theory." Such speculators hope that
naive individuals will buy their
shares at ever higher prices regardless of the actual value of the company, permitting the original "venturers" to benefit before the inevitable
collapse of the stock. That these
money sources have been driven
from the market should cause little
regret, since their manipulations
make it very difficult for deserving

chromic storage crt making possible
an integral hard-copy unit and superimposed slide projection system for
presenting static information. The 8}f
x ll-inch screen is able to display up
to 4,608 characters in a 72 charactersper-line, 64 lines-per-display format.
The unit seems to satisfy all requirements of the proposed application,
and sells for under $20,000.
DANIEL J. SLiSKI, JR.
Associate Editor
Computer Display Review
Watertown, M assaclillsetts
(COli/iI/lied

011
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Letters ...

Ab uno disce omnes
Sir:
Sic ignotum per ignotius! If I read
my dictionary correctly, that seems to
be an apt analysis of your Dec. 15,
1970, article, "Election Woes Again in
Maladroit Detroit" (p. 64). In other
words, it would help if you had your
facts straight and especially from an
unbiased source. The vendor of any
equipment or system usually finds it
hard to be objective about the performance of his product, and it is
obvious from your article that Mr.
Thomas L. Schoen of Datamedia is
no exception. As a friend of mine is
fond of saying " . . . if you believe
tha t ( story), I'll tell you another
one .... "
The fact remains, as pointed out
by Bob Patrick in your May 1970
issue with reference to the L.A. voting
system, it's really stretching things
pretty far to call it a system. And I
wonder whether the cost of running
the last L.A. election can ever be justified, provided one can determine the
true costs.
If you ever lack for things to do,
you might consider establishing the
criteria for conducting a feasibility
study to determine what the best
method for voting should be. One
basic question should be paramount.
Is the absolute integrity of the vote
maintained throughout the total voting process from casting the vote to
reporting the results? If done objectively, I think you'd be in for some
surprises when it comes to computerized voting schemes.
H. R. GRYSH
Detroit, Michigan

Paper plaint
Sir:
May I suggest that in De Ludi Natura (Feb. 1, p. 34), Messrs. Endicott
and Huyck have achieved a less than
revolutionary breakthrough in defining "what do programmers do?"
They tell us that designing information is very similar to designing a
technical paper, in their paper which
contains the following fairly obvious
assertions:
1. "There are many principles of
good design. Design should be
hierarchical with no flat levels."
:2. "Colltrol storage should he understood to be the base clement
ill a set of storage hierarchies"
( this comes at the end of a seem12

ingly unrelated paragraph).
3. "Problem representation has a
very strong influence on design."
For a good chuckle, try reading
the last paragraph, identifying the
subject, and then expressing it in
good English.
Hoping for "increased ease of recruitment into the profession of ta!ented individuals," I am
KENNETH P. SEIDEL
Northridge, California

Penn pal
Sir:
In the Look Ahead column of the
Jan. 15 issue, you refer to a data entry
terminal "deal" between Penn Central and Sycor, Inc. I would like to
clarify your report by indicating that
the terminal project has not been approved by Penn Central trustees. The
results of the field test of Sycor
equipment developed for the Penn
Central Transportation Co. must be
evaluated before any recommendation of new data entry terminals is
presented to the trustees.
T. J. SMITH
Vice President, Marketing
Sycor, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Michigan

To the rescue
Sir:
Mr. Philip Dorn, in his article, "EDP
Professionals-the Blurred Image"
(Jan. 1, p. 22), denounced the apathy
of the so-called computer professional. The technical societies came under fire for their meager contribution
to the professional image, both within the public eye and within the industry.
I submit this status of technical
societies is created by their apparent
lack of interest in recruiting new
members. For, if they make any attempt at all, it must be classed as
abortive, at best.
Since entering the data processing
field in 1968, after my return from
Viet Nam, I have attended an 11week Air Force data processing
school, a 10-week systems engineer
school, and am nearing completion of
my MBA in data processing at Temple
Univ. I belong to two data processing
book clubs and receive five monthly
trade magazines.
Even though I am a Marine first, I
consider myself a data processing

professional second; and yet no one,
or any organization, has ever contacted me about joining a technical
society. I work daily with two 1lI~[
Model 360/501 computers under
os MFT, so would not consider myself
a complete layman in the field.
If the Marine Corps recruited ill
the manner of the technical societies,
I would rapidly be without employment.
My point is short and sweet. I am
sure there are many like myself in
both the military and civilian organizations of data processing. Why don't
the technical societies at least advertise where they can be contacted.
. I want to belong to an active professional organization-help, please.
MAJOR ROBERT K. NIXON
Marine Corps Supply Activity
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Round off
Sir:
Recent complaints about the dissemination of census information
center on the fact that it is possible to
determine precise data about a specific individual. Most of the solutions
which have been offered concentrate
on making the data nonspecific.
Thus, identifying infonnation is removed from data records, or only
statistical data are published. As has
been shown (DATAMATION, May
1970), these methods do not guarantee privacy.
I suggest that the other side of the
problem can also be attacked: Make
the data le,ss precise. As a start, all
data counts could have the last digit
rounded off. If data tapes are distributed, introduce random errors. If
reasonable care is taken, the data will
still provide reasonably accurate statistics for all but the smallest samples. And yet, no individual item
could be reliably attributed to a specific individual. (And if it were, that
item might still be false. )
DENIS HILL
Ottawa, Canada.
•
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SUZY'S MARRIED
TO OUR

AD MANAGER
(they fight a lot)
"My husband Clyde?
, Oh, he's all right. Good husband,
good manager - but he never wants
to say enough about a good thing.
PI's new 1"217/19 customized
digital recorder, for instance. That's
why we have an occasional spat.
"If it were left to him,
he'd just tell you the 1217119 is
synchronous and incremental, up to
1600 bpi, and features IBM
compatibility, 7 or 9 channels.
'Never write too much in an ad,'
he says, 'people won't read it.'.
"Phooey!
You're reading this, aren't you?
"The rest of the good news
(with apologies to no one): the
1217/19 also comes in 7 and
9 channels read-read, remotely
selectable. It interfaces with your
existing equipment, and is ideal for
such uses as process control,
off-line data processing, key-to-tape
and tape-to-tape transfer,
minicomputers, and many more.
"Every unit is easily field modified
to meet new requirementsyou simply choose the modular
features you want. Result?
A top-quality custom recorder at
surprisingly low cost!
"If you'd like more information
on the enchanting 1217/19, call, TWX
or write Clyde or one of the other
boys - Norv, Ridge or Konrad.
Better yet, if you want the
.full story, call me! H

..

~

PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
3170 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, Californi~ 94304 • Phone (415) 493-2222 • TWX No. 910-373-1752
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8 Keystation
shared processor system
for $120 a month
per Keystation
The INFOREX Intelligent Key EntryTM System leases for
$50 per Keystation and $560 for the Control Unit,
including maintenance.
Costs less, yet we give you more. Full 125-character
record display. Key and visual data verification at any
station. Ability to store more than 100 program control
formats in our System's disc memory. Up to one third
more functions such as balance totaling, calculating
and comparing check digits. Automatic pooling on 7- or
9-track compatible tape.
How do we provide a lot more at lower cost? INFOREX
is a company of information processing experts rather
than hardware assemblers. So instead of making do
with higher cost general purpose equipment, we design
our own to do the job more efficiently, more reliably.
Means we can build in every function we need, while
leaving out the useless extras.
Write for full information to help evaluate the Intelligent
Key Entry System in your operation. We would also be
pleased to have you check with present users on System
performance and service. Write INFOREX, Inc., 21 North
Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803 or INFOREX AG,
Dornacherstrasse 210, Basel, Switzerland.

INFOREX
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"computers and the Quality ot \.ite"

The 1971 Fall Joint computer conference will be held in Las Vegas,
Nevada on November 15, 16, 17 and 18,1971.
The scope of the conference will encompass the entire information
processing field. However, the primary theme will be the use of computers to
improve the quality of life. In particular, application papers are solicited
for sessions relating to such topiCS as Urban Planning, Environmental
control, Education of the Disadvantaged, Planning for Change in Highly
Industrialized Nations, Accelerating of the ProgreSS of Emerging Nations and
other problems of our world society· A prime objective is to stimulate.
interest which will lead to neW developments and advances. Authors are
invited to submit original papers in theSe application areas, and in system
design and hardware/software technolOgy.
AFIPS will award a plaque for the best paper of the conference, based on
the technical importance and quality of the written papers.
Instructions
to Authorspapers may be submitted. The text should not exceed
Only neW unpublished

6000 words. Include a 100-200 word abstract and a full set of illustrations
keyed to the text. Obtain any necessary company approval before
submission.
Manuscript must be typed, double spaced, one side of the paper only.

On the first page give: title; full name of authOr(S) with co-authors in desired
order; company or university affiliation of each author; name, address,
and telephone number 01 the responsible author. Responsible author's name'
and page number must appear on each subSequent page.
Six copies of the draft manuscript, each complete with abstract, and
illustrations (all 01 which will be retained) must be submitted. Please notily
the Technical program Chairman in advance of your intention to

PRPH\ U£RUU~£ RPi\ll
la, laG'?la
Or. Martin Y. Silberberg

enter a paper.

Techriica\ program Chairman
Ra\ph R. Wheeler
Genera\ Cha\ rman

1971 Fall Joint computer conference
P.O. BoX 11337
palo Alto, caHfornia 94306

B5700
Large scale techniques and operating
system benefits at a low entry price!
Your company, your bank,
your university, your government agency, your research
and engineering group can
move into advanced, ~arge
scale data processing, now, at
lower cost.
Burroughs makes it possible
with the B 5700, one of the
'700 Systems'.
By most industry standards
the B 5700 is revolutionary. It
offers:
• dual independent processors, modular memory, floating I/O channels and electronic exchanges that link
these components dynamically
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• automatic multiprograming,
virtual memory, reentrant programs, Burroughs comprehensive and efficient Master Control Program, ALGOLCOBOL-FORTRAN and
BASIC prqgraming, and powerful data base software
• options that include highspeed memory extensions,
massive random-access disk
storage that up to four systems can share; plus a large
and powerful data communications subsystem
• an exceptionally broad selection of peripherals, terminals,
inquiry and display systems,
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data controllers and auxiliary
equipment.
Many of these advanced design concepts and operating
features are backed by a record of solid achievement in
customer installations. That's
added proof that the B 5700 is
one of the most productive,
responsive, simple to program
and easy to manage systems
ever built.
B 5700-it's the smart way
to . prepare for even larger
systems like the B 6700 and
B 7700.
JB)"I\.ll Ir' Ir' <O>"I\.ll

g 1i1l. 0
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DRTRMRTION

VIATRON: STILL AN
ATTRACTIVE 'BUY?

All those companies that looked at Viatron Computer
Systems Corp. last fall with the idea of acquiring
the beleagured Bedford, Mass., company, appeared to
have been taking a second··look now that the big V's
filed for protection under bankruptcy laws. That $40
million tax loss carry forward makes Viatron a
particularly attractive acquisition, provided the
legal proceedings result in the company's debt slate
being wiped clean.

OH WHERE, OH WHERE
- BUT IS IT GONE???

King Arthur's Merlin couldn't do better. Something
disappeared from IBM San Jose and hasn't been missed.
IBM code-named its 3330 disc drive project well--Merlin. A part of Merlin (IBM security people said
it was a "Merlin file") disappeared last October and
hasn't been recovered. We hear it was a 3336 disc
pack. While IBM security admits to a theft and the
San Jose police, as careful (coincidentally) as IBM
itself, admit they have an open theft case involving
IBM. Company public relations people deny anything
connected with the 3330 has ever been missed from the
San Jose plant. IBM's reluctance to admit the theft
may have something to do with its well-known
determination to keep the 3330 out of the hands of
plug-to-plug competitors as long as it can. (One
source says IBM has 100 people doing nothing but
protecting the 3330). The computer colossus filed a
suit to enjoin Memorex from selling a 3330-like
system for 30 months and recently sued Richard Stock,
an ex-employee now with Information Storage Systems.

IIHARASSED BUT BUSY

Storage Technology Corp., Boulder, Colo., apparently
isn't letting litigation stand in the way of business.
The company, object of a suit filed last August by
Telex Corp., has installed eight 9-track IBM-compatible
tape drives for Ford Motor Co. which could lead to an
order for more than 100, its largest to date. The
Telex suit, charging STC with raiding Telex employees
and theft of trade secrets among other things, is in
discovery stages and STC attorneys say it "has no
basis in fact and is strictly an harassment."

II

PERILS OF ANTITRUST:
APRIL INSTALLMENT

Will Judge Neville let IBM file its counter claim
against CDC,' charging that the computer maker and its
wholly-owned Commercial Credit Corp. have violated
antitrust laws? The answer comes the end of this.
month when a hearing on the issue will be held in
St. Paul.
No one knows the specifics of the IBM claim, since
it hasn't been filed and is based on CDC and CCC
documents privately disclosed during the "discovery"
proceedings of CDC's suit against IBM. But legal
experts are willing to gue.ss. The mos t likely
allegations are per se violations through reciprocity
or tie-in practices. In other words, IBM may claim
that Commercial Credit, which makes industrial loans,
has asked its borrowers to buy edp equipment from

Control Data, or that CDC itself pressured these
clients (reciprocity). Or it may be alleged that CCC
made the order of CDC equipment a condition of a loan,
perhaps at a favorable interest rate (tie-in).
Whatever the claim, it is certainly another of the
many head-snapping IBM counterattacks on the industry
lately. It also indicates that Control Data is
vehement in its purpose and won't settle the way
Applied Data Research and DPF&G did. IBM is hitting
where it hurts, in the money bags, since it asks that
CDC divest itself of Commercial Credit. One source
says that the counterclaim may be used in negotiations
with the Justice Department: "If you are too tough with
us, we will pursue our claim against CDC." We're told
there is precedent for this kind of move, based on the
attitude that Justice wants to avoid destroying
competition while prosecuting a monopoly case.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

A move away from the noisy line printer, spewing
documents written in all-caps on huge llx14-inch
pages, is indicated by plans at two California
companies. At XDS, they're looking to a nonimpact
process under development by Xerox that will produce
132-column documents in an 8~xll size with alphas in
caps and lower case. Speeds initially will be in the
middle range. But no imminent announcement.
At SJCC, a product with similar capability will be
announced by Versatec. The Cupertino firm, whose
electrostatic printers and plotters are mated to
minis and midis, is starting with a 480-lpm model
priced at from $5-6K in high oem quantities. Again,
132 columns, 8~x11, caps and lower case.

XDS BEARING DOWN
HARD ON SOFTWARE

Although 1970 equipment sales of Xerox Data Systems
dropped 20% and the EI Segundo, Calif., company had
to layoff up to 1,100 persons, hiring of programmers
was not affected. Under pressure from.parent Xerox
Corp. to develop a business dp capability, XDS has
more than tripled its software force since joining
Xerox in 1969 (from 150 then to 500 today). The new
president Bill Glavin says another 100 will be added
this year. William Vitek, hired last winter from IBM
as vp-programming, has boosted software productivity
50%, says Glavin. XDS finally is delivering the
long announced UTS (universal time-sharing) system to
Sigma 7 users. It has acquired full rights to XOS,
the Sigma 9 operating system developed jointly with
CII, the French company, and will deliver copies in
the third quarter.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

With an initial membership of four, a new System 3
users group has been formed by Irwin Cohan, 23331
Vanowen St., Canoga Park, Calif. 91304 • • • It is
called "NASU" (for National Association of System 3
. Users) • • • Data General's been so busy, it almost
shipped its 1000th machine without realizing it. The
machine went out last month from Southboro, Mass • . •
IBM will announce another nonimpact keyboard soon.
The' company's experience with its nonimpact keyboard
on a portable audio response unit has been favorable.

If you want efficient handling, filing and storage for either eighty column or the new
ninety-six ~olumn cards, look in the Wright Line Catalog. you'Hfind everything you need
including files, trucks, cabinets, racks and other accessories, ~ all beautifully styled
to enhance the appearanceof your computer room.
The Wright Line Catalog is your one complete source for information on card storage
and handling equipment and accessories for use in disk pack and tape systems.
It's so easy to solve your data processing accessory needs with the WrighfLine Catalog

II Select from the catalog and mail
or phone your orders directly to
your local Wright Line branch
office or main plant in Worcester;
Wright Line's more than60 offices
are 'listed in the yellow pages.

-m
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Everything for data-processing
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DATA-BANK SAFES
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DISK STORAGE

CARD FilES

B If additional information is needed
when ordering or planning
installations, call your local branch
office and ask to have one of
Wright Line's more than 125 field
specialists call on you~

If you don't have a Wright Line
Catalog, we'Ube glad to .sendyou
one. Write or phone any of our
offices or circle the readers' service
number below.

except the computer
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TAPE STORAGE

SYSTEM/3 ACCESSORIES
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A DIVISION OF BARRY WRIGHT CORPORATION, 160 GOLD STAR BLVD., WORCESTER, MASS. 01606

by Ethan I. Shed ley

an inquiry into game structure, strategy,
and counterploys for management players
It's been a hard year for systems. Two large reservation systems and two large communications systems
have surfaced long enough to go under in ignominy.
What with other rumblings around the industry there
must be at least ten more that won't be admitted to
lest user or manufacturer be embarrassed. So what's
happening? If as many big systems fail in the next
year as did last, the users might go back to the guys
with the sleeve guards and green eyeshades rather
than let the computer cosa-nostra get their hooks on
another 10 to 50 megabucks.
Lest anyone get the impression that I am setting
my sights on manufacturers alone, let me define what
the "brotherhood" is:' it's computer people everywhere; engineers, programmers, systems analysts,
working for manufacturers, software houses, users,
universities, and government.
It's been a long time since SAGE and SABRE, and most
of the nasty problems in large scale system design
have been solved by virtue of bitter lessons learned
over the past several years. Somebody out there is
supposed to know: how to design these systems, how
to manage a programming effort of a few hundred
man-years, the pitfalls of unresolved and changing
specifications, shortsighted load predictions, and so
forth. Yet we hear things like "It's research and you
can't schedule creativity," "We're facing problems
that have never been faced before," "The specs keep
changing," and the inevitable, "The hardware manufal'lurer screwed us (again?)."
Come off it fellas-that may be all right for the
hapless user or the comptroller who has to squirm his
way through the year-end P&L to cover up your boohoo-but arcn't you just a tiny bit ashamed to say it in
frollt of your peers or to yourself in front of the
lIIirror?
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For what it is worth, here is one view of why it is
happening and what can be done about it.
Eric Berne's (Games P eaple Play) transactional
analysis technique seems particularly well suited to
the big system problem. The chips cost one megabuck
apiece. Most games are two-handed, underhanded,
and backhanded.

1. Scope (Rape)
A two-handed game played between vendee and
vendor. It applies to hardware. or software. It is
usually the aftermath of a game of BUY-IN.
Thesis: Every variation in the original specification
is taken as an excuse to obtain more money in a
manner disproportionate to the actual costs required
to make the change.
Examples:
( 1) Vendee: "I need another copy of the instruction manual."
Vendor: "SCOPE! SCOPE! (RAPE! RAPE!)"
(2) Vendee: "The system doesn't work."
Vendor: "SCOPE! SCOPE!"
( 3) Third Party: "The postage meter repairman's
union is on strike."
Vendor: "SCOPE! SCOPE!"
As in the case of a woman who cries "rape," the
"victim" is usually held to be blameless and antagonisms are turned against the ."aggressor," who is the
real victim.
Antithesis: The game works only if (as usually
happens) the vendee accepts the role of the "assailant." A good specification reviewed by lawyers and
competent, disinterested third parties can go far to
preventing the game. By refusing to indulge in a prior
DATAMATION
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game of BUY-IN the vendor may protect himself by not
making SCOPE necessary. In all cases, a cry of SCOPE
should be countered by a demand for substantive
validations of the effects of the proposed changes.
Each such change should be subject to a formal
procurement cycle. An alternate source of supply
should be queried.
"

2. Snivel
A two-handed game played between vendee and
vendor. It is the aftermath of a poor specification and
a vendor who has willingly bid on such, perhaps with
the intention of playing SCOPE.
Thesis: Outrageously indecent demands are made
for expansion of the system without cqst. The vendor
may concur in anticipation of a later game of SCOPE or
in anticipation of a game of FOLLOW-ON.
Examples:
( 1) Vendee: "I need another 1500 terminals
which were implicit in the specification
(SNIVEL, SNIVEL) ."

Vendor:

"SCOPE! SCOPE!"

or,
Venclor : "You're right."
(2) Vendee: "Anybody could have seen that the
standard operating system would not apply
(SNIVEL, SNIVEL) ."

Vendor:

3. Follo\N-on
Thesis:

An unattractive contract (a game of
is made more attractive by dangling a
hypothetical follow-on contract on which to recover
losses. FOLLOW-ON may be initiated by the vendor or
by the vendee.
Examples:
(1) Vendee: "Play ~UY-IN with me so you can
recover with a follow-on."
Vendor: "I believe."
(2) Vendor: ''I'm going to play BUY-IN because
you have a built in follow-on."
Vendor: "I agree."
Antithesis: That which is in a contract is in a
contract, and not much else. If the follow-on is riot a
contractual item with built-in commitments on both
sides, the parties are taking a risk. The vendee, should
not accept a BUY-IN even if there is a large follow-on
unless he is willing to commit to that follow-on. The
vendor should realize that the vendee is under no
obligation to provide the follow-on arid is taking a risk
if he plays BUY-IN. In either case, the follow-on, if
any, should be explicitly stated according to a schedule attached to the original procurement.
SCROOGE)

4. Gypsy

"SCOPE! SCOPE!"

or,
Vcndor: "You're right."
Antithesis: Refuse to bid on an ambiguous specification without explicit clarifications or establishing
mutually agreeable ground rules for subsequent
games of SCOPE.

April 1, 1971
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A three-party game of collusion between the vendor
and the vendee. The victim .is the end-user.
Thesis: A bad system is hidden by a collusion
between the vendor and vendee to the effect that thc
predicted load has gone beyond the operational capabilities of the unfinished system. The system is
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scrapped and a new one started from scratch. In
extreme cases the game may go through three or four
such cycles before it is put to the test.
Example:
Vendor: "Your loading has gotten so big that the
system will not work. Let's fold our tents and steal
away like gypsies in the night."
Vendee: "Our loading has gotten so big that we
need to upgrade to a Belchfire-500. Let's fold our
tents ~?d steal ~:-vay ,~ike ,f?ypsies in the night."
User: Sob, sob or, SOB.
Antithesis: The end user should not play SNIVEL or
FOLLOW-ON, nor should he be conned by a game of
SCOPE. An overloaded system with marginal performance is better than none. A game of GYPSY is usually
forewarned by an internal game of SCOPE. If the
system won't work, it's because it is a lousy design.
The user should demand quantitative performance
figures prior to accepting a game of GYPSY.

A game played in-house (the vendee's shop usually)
between the system design manager and the end user.
It consists of a running snow job.
Thesis: Avoidance of substantive results and meaningful answers by retreating into a snowstorm of
technical gobbledegook.
Examples:
( 1) User: "Why won't the system be on time?" ,
Manager: "The' Frobisher Larosch theory of
transponential gravities proves that re-entrant
subroutines are only subliminally recursively
enumerable."
User: "You're so smart you must be right."
(2) User: ,,"Why do you need 85 more programmers?
Manager: "You numbskull! The Frobisher Larosch theory ... etc."
User: "You are the GURU and you know best."
Antithesis: Never forget that a good manager can
communicate in a nontechnical fashion. The same
management principles apply to programmers and
systems analysts as apply to other mere mortals. Just
because the snow job comes out of a high speed
printer doesn't make it less of a snow job.

An in-house game played between the system design
manager and the user. An alternate tactic to GURU.
Thesis: The sanctification of incompetence by calling it research.
Example:
User: "';Vhy don't the columns on the printout line
up neatly?"
GURU: "RESEARCHI New problems never before attempted! Climbing Mount Everest! Uncharted
horizons! Giant Brains! A million mistakes per second!"
Antithesis: What in the hell are you doing fielding
all operational system that requires research. Such
systems belong in the university. The user should
assume, unless proven otherwise, that it is a research
problem only to the GURU. Get an unbiased, objective,
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third party to arbitrate. Get a GURU who doesn't have
to learn how to do his job.

An in-house game played by the system design manager and the end user or between the vendor and the
vendee.
Thesis: The manager or vendor is either so dumb
that he has no rational perspective on the cost of
software or has boxed himself in and is looking forward to playing a game of GYPSY or SCOPE.
Examples:
(1) User: "Could you squeeze in an order-entry
system while you're at it?"
Manager: "Certainly; it's only a Small Matter
of Pro?r~mm.ing:",
"
User: I m glad It s free.
(2) Vendee: "Your standard operating system
does not appear to be too efficient --for this
application."
Vend~::, "Relax-:-iYs onl~ a SMOP."
User: I m glad It s free.
Antithesis: Look at each instruction as if it were an
electronic coinponent worth about $5 installed. Approximately 10,000 such "components" fit into each
conceptual cabinet. If someone plays SMOP, ask for an
instruction count and visualize how many "cabinets"
it entails. Decide for yourself if it is a SMOP. The SMOP
player may counter with a game of RESEARCH or GURU.
Nothing worthwhile is free.

a
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Thesis: An attempt to create an illusion of progress
by confusing activity with productivity. The game can
be played equally well with hardware and software,
though the software version is more popular.
Examples:
User: "How is that 100,000 instruction program
coming along?"
Manager: "Great! 90% done! 10,000 instructions in
the test data generator, 20,000 for the acceptance
test, 55,000 in the GARBAGE CAN, and 5,000 on the
program."
User: "How's it going."
Manager: "Great! 150% done! 30,000 in the test
data generator, 40,000 for the acceptance test,
and 80,000 in the GARBAGE CAN."
Antithesis: The only instructions that count are
those that end up in the operational program. No
credit should be asked or given for the number of
instructions written, only for those executed. After all,
we can expect an incompetent to write far more
instructions than someOhe who know.:; what he is
doing.

OCtJrl'le
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Thesis: Expanding the role of documentation beyond all possible belief to cover the actual design
effort.
Example:
User: "How's it going?"
DRTAMATION

Manager: "90% done. Just got to do the DOCUMENTATION."
User: "Is it running yet?"
Manager: "No, but it will just as soon as we do the
DOCUMENTATION."
After an indecent interval:
User: "Is it done?"
J\:lanager: "Yes, but-DOCUMENTATION."
Antifhesis: Documentation should be started at the
very heginning and he progressive. When the job is
done there should only be minor modifications of the
documents. More than one program has been finished
by playing a game of SCOPE over DOCUMENTATION.
:rhe antithesis is: "Let's see it run! NOW!"

Thesis: A form of delusion in which people are led
to believe that a job is done when the system nms h)
output for ideal data under ideal circumstances.

Example:
Manager: "It ran! It ran! Here is the output! \Ve're
done!"
User: "Let's celebrate."
Antithesis: Any damned fool can write a program
that runs to output for well conditioned inputs. Typically that's only 20% of the job. Only a program that
properly runs for all the cruddy cases with the system
fully loaded and completely integrated can be considered to run. The antithesis is to try it with cruddy
data. Anyhow, CELEBRATION is a silly game because
there will always he yet another bug in the program.

Antithesis: A good specification, a lack of games
playing, proper planning and fixed price contracts are
the antithesis to STOKE.

Thesis: This is a people version of STOKE. It is a form
of Parkinsonism wherein an inept development group
is supported by still more inept expediters, cOOl'dinators and administrators.

Example:
GURU: "We need more programmers."
User: "You have enough."
GURU: "All right then, give me some administrators
and expediters to coordinate so that I can ease the
programmers' burden and improve their efficiency."
User: "That makes sense."
Antithesis: If his people administration is topheavy, you can imagine how top-:heavy his administrative programs must be. If his organizational controls are sloppy, imagine the state of his programs.
Nine out of ten persons in the development group
should be doing tangible work. Programming administration is no different than the administration of any
other kind of engineering.

Thesis: A misbegotten attempt to create a system
overnight. Usually played' in conjunctiOI~ with
CELEBRATION.

Example:
Thesis: This is a tactic used by the GURU and may
be a variant of RESEARCH. It is a preposterous claim
that it is impossible to predict beforehand what the
computer loading will he.

Example:
User: "How many computers will we need?"
GURU: "According to the Heinsenberg uncertainty
principle it is impossible to predict."
User: "How much memory will we need?"
GUIlU: "HEISENBERG."
AntitllCsis: There are any number of methods
available to predict loading, memory, channel utilization, etc. If the user does not play SCROOGE, he can, at
a reasonable cost, obtain such predictions. The GURU
who says it's impossihle probably doesn't know how to
do it. Find someone who does.

Thesis: This is a hardware game often played in
conjunction with HEISENBERG as a prelude to GYPSY.

Example:

-'

User: "\Ve don't s:,em to be getting the performance we expected.
STOKER: "Throw another computer on the fire."
User: "The programming seems to be behind
schedule."
STOKER: "HEISENBERG, RESEARCH, GURU, STOKE,
STOKE, STOKE."
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User: "Let's get this system installed in six weeks."
GURU: "SMOP."
User: "We can do it boy! BANZAI!"
GURU: "BANZAI, BANZAI, BAN"ZAI."
Antithesis: Such systems have the longevity of a
Kamikaze pilot. It is almost impossible to get any
decent system running in less than 18 months. ~lost
systems can be done in 36 months. The antithesis is
PERT or similar techniques.

Thesis: This is the favorite game of ancient despots. Surround yourself by sycophants who tell you
only good news.

Example:
Usei': "BANZAI."
GURU: "SMOP, Yessir."
Cassandra: "It won't work."
User: "Kill the messenger of doom."
GURU: "YESSIR."
User: "BANZAI."
GURU: "YESSIR."
Cassandra: "It won't work."
Antithesis: Did you ever consider the fact that the
guy who says everything is ok is giving you no
information and that the Cassandra right or wrong
has a higher probability of telling you something you
don't know? Follow up the Cassandras-they are your
hedge against doom. If they are Wrollg, th('y have
only wasted a few hours. It's the better risk.
•
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Riot at
Wright Rites
by William J. Jones
Staff Reporter, Quite Plains Intruder

QUITE PLAINS, N.Y.-The recent wedcling of computer engineer Reed Wright and
Miss Theresa Prime started out normally
enough. The couple had spoken the doublewords, "I do." As the fetching twin bridesmaids Millie and Nan O. Second stood by,
best man Mike Roe II handed Reed the ring.
His stomach still doing flip-flops, Reed slipped
his Theresa's loop onto her second digit,
and gave her a buss. She had been given in
marriage by her uncle, General Register.

Creeping bugs
The. bugs started creeping into the program after the couple'd registered a non-restoring division of the cake. The groom multiplexed bytes of cake with high burst rate
inputs of the on-line punch, a red delight
with heavy spike functions at its input, in a
bowl maintained in overflow condition.
He soon became abusive, shouting
chained commands to his new wife. He suddenly screamed, "Watch but for those two
snakes! They're parallel adders! Here, I'll get
them with these multi-pliers," and, brandishing the cake server, chased the guest who was
last in first out, and his poor best man, Mike
Roe, second.
Multiple punches
He overturned (this is the truth) tables and
flailed out asynchronously with both access
arms; observers saw him punch Feed, punch
Card, and even punch Papa Tape. In the
ensuing riot, someone connected and the
Read Wright head crashed against a natural
log table. Fighting gave way to an interrupt
routine while some of the men went behind
the table and end-around carried the destructive Reed out and the women tried a console
operation on his cryogenic bride.
It developed that Reed had suffered a
slipped disc, as well as the head crash, but his
recovery routine was successful, his wife
forgiving, and the timing delay before the
honcymoon within tolerances. However, one
instruction set out by his wife as an initialization procedure was "Monitor the load
routinc. Get looped again and you will be
dumped."
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the High and Far-off Times, oh Best
n Beloved,
the Very-First-Manager-of-ProIgramming
made loud unhappy noises about the
lack of documentation, and he realized not that he
had established a Tradition. Indeed, s<;arcely a
month goes by, even now, that some minor poobah does not hold forth, in one of the software
trade journals, on his own documentation system.
Such profusion proves confusion. If the bald truth
be known, oh Nibbler of Small Bytes, any documentation is rare, and good documentation is
unknown.
Programmers prefer writing for machines
rather than for humans; otherwise they would
author magazine articles, rather than programs.
The well-known scarcity of programmers has bred
an independence that is largely superfluous, since
most Programming Managers are programmers
who have made bad and are busy trying to start
their own software houses on the side. What care
they for the dictum, "Thou shalt not code until
the flow-charting is complete"? Only two programmers in the country flow-chart before they code,
and I've lost track of the other one.
No, my Counter of Microseconds, the solution
to the documentation riddle is not to be found in
any system, but only in an understanding of the
programming process deeper and even more sly
than that of the programmers and their leaders.
The naive Customer who needs programming
support thinks that he must budget and schedule
for the writing of programs .. In truth, most of his
time and money will go for the definition of what
it is that he wants, for it is a great and unrecognized
truth that all programs must be written twice. The
first try (called an "iteration" by sophisticates)
goes to give the Customer what he asks for. After
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-Tom Woods

he has had time to examine the results, he realizes
with horror that:

C) The results are within the definition of what
~~he said he wanted, and that
\,~.
!. They are. not at all what he really wanted.
~~JFurther, that

r0'0 His

budget and schedule are nearly ex-

~ hausted.

From our detached viewpoint, gentle player at the
scope-keyboard, we can see that this situation
.comes about with the best of intentions and good
faith from all parties, and that the Customer and
the programmers are now in an unpleasant jam.
The second iteration is a frantic attempt to modify the program with minimum cost and great
haste. At this point we may ask, oh Best Beloved,
what will be the very first item of procedure
sacrificed to the schedule/budget pressures. If you
answer "documentation," your rare perception is
worthy of a reader of this wonderful periodical.
The project will be completed. This time the
program will do what the Customer wants, not
what he says he wants, the schedule and budget
will be over-run, but only by so much, and the
documentation will reflect, with fidelity and comprehensiveness, a version of the program long
since discarded. Under the baffled and unhappy
stare of management, the programmers will grow
restive and submit resumes to various places; will
depart, and will leave their successors to figure
out the program, so that it can be maintained. In
a few months some learned periodical will publish
yet another article on yet another system of
program documentation which guarantees that the
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records are always current.
Now, Reciter of Start/Stop Times, having recognized this invidious cycle, we alone are free to a«t,
using the great strengths of the process, but
bending, as the willow bends under the snow, to
avoid being broken-.
Managers! Continue setting up software
houses. Being busy at that, you will not bother the
Customer or the programmers.
Programmers! You who so hate' to document
programs, because you know it to be a sham and
a waste, you shall not document a line until the
Customer returns with that successful test run and
tells you what he really wanted in the first place.
Then, with the expertise you have gained from the
first iteration, you shall plan your program, flowchart it, specify formats, and, let us not forget,
write the code.
Customers! You shall not demand any documentation until after you have seen the first good
test run. You shall include the second iteration in
your initial budget and schedule, and you shall
realize that programmers, crazy though they are,
are not the less human for it, and you shall live
together with them in mutual peace and respect.

Sound structure supporting a function
Pays off in beneficent unction:
A program that works
Sans hang-ups and quirks,
And a programmer free from compunction.
-Richard M. Petersen
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An agonized chronicle
of the adventures of
a terminal user
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by D. Neil Loshem

I haven't flown on a 747 yet, and it
will be a while before I do. I say that
so you will know that I am basically
pretty conservative, and that I
wouldn't have ordered a time-sharing
service if I hadn't thought about it
for a while. But there I was, needing
an interactive system to back up my
consulting work. I didn't know anything about time~sharing, so I sent off
the DATAMATION reader service card
to half a dozen companies. In due
course I got brochures from most of
them, which I analyzed as follows.
Computers
Corp.
Co-existent
sounded good, but when I called and
admitted to the salesman that I
would only need 15 or 20 hours a
month, on one terminal, the conversation turned icy. He murmured
something about preferring customers with at least five terminals, and
how they were about to institute a
minimum monthly charge. He promised to call back, but I didn't exactly
feel welcome, so I'm not too unhappy
not to have heard from him again.
Symbiotic Sharing Systems looked
attractive, but when I called them
tlw telephone operator saiu the
phone had been disconnected for nonpaynH'nt. IImmm. I had heard things
W('IT t()\l~h in time-sharing.
Shared Silver Cord lookeu like a
lik('ly candidate. They had a range of
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languages, no minimum, .and since
the salesman's commission was to be
paid over a three-month period I
figured that they would be in business at least three more months. I put
a check mark by that one.
Amniotic Fluidics worried me. I

/

couldn't shake the impression that
they might be trying to do too much
for me. I let that one go.
Togetherness Terminals didn't
seem bad, but when I called I was
told the number had been changed.
Warily I dialed the new number, and
spent a pleasant few minutes with
the operator at Cosmic Conglomerates. She was pretty sure she had
heard about the acquisition of
Togetherness, but she wasn't able to
put her finger on the number. I decided to look for other opportunities.
Combat and Industry Affiliates
sounded like an odd name for a timesharing company, even in Washington, but I figured, "What the hell!" A
phone call isn't that big a deal. But
the operator wouldn't even talk to me
without knowing my clearance level,
and since I don't do classified work
lately I had to let that one go. I'll
never know what the initials mean.
The last name on my list (three
companies didn't answer the inquiry) was Universal UID bilicals.
Had to pass that one up, too, since
they didn't have FORTHAN.
Shared Silver Cord looked like the
best bet, so I signed the forms they
sent and waited for the new era to
dawn.
Dawn arrived a week later, when
a delivery company showed up with
DATRMATION

a big box. ~Iy wife signed for it, since
I was out chasing some scraps of
cOllsulting income at the time. Three
days later a man from Shared Silver
arrived, again while I was away (he
hadll't called first), to "install" the
llIachine. As I get the picture, this

consisted of taking the terminal out
of the box, plugging it in, and making a two-minute call to sse's computer. He assured my wife that I
wouldn't have any trouble.
Ah, but I did! Everything was fine
for the first 10 minutes, but then I
started getting the "plus sign sickness," as I later came to call it. vVhat
this was, was that every so often the
typewriter would start spewing out
plus signs in the middle of a message.
Spewing would continue indefinitely
until I turned off the main power
switch for the precise 3.7 seconds
(plus or minus 0.5 second) that
would kill the plus signs but not
bounce me from the computer. I
didn't think this had been part of the
promise of the new era, so I called
my contact at Shared Silver, Solomon
Basileia, complaining mildly. He
promised to send a man out immediately.
The man turned out to be a telephone installer. Not a data set man,
mind you, nor a communications
man of aily sort. I wasn't home, as
usual, and I had by now instructed
my wife not to attempt to speak for
me in such matters. So the telephone
man was going on his official instructions, which apparently read "Check
out customer complaint." As my wife
tells it, he picked up the phone, got a
dial tone, said "Must not be the telephone," and left.
Need I tell you that this did not
solve the problem? Back to Sol. He
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apologized profusely and promised
instant action. This turned out to be
another telephone man who "balanced the line," whatever the hell
that means. This made absolutely no
difference. The next call to Sol did
get me a terminal man, but again he
came without calling first, so I wasn't
hoine. Needless to say, the plus sign
sickness was intermittent, and it
didn't happen while he was there.
He assured my wife that everything
was "just fine."
But it wasn't. When I called Sol
again I learned that he was on vacation, so I gave the message to the girl
who was taking his calls. It was my
misfortune to have interrupted her
coffee break, so she was in something
of a snit. I don't know what she
wrote down, but when the serviceman called (fantastic! he called
first!) he didn't really have much of
an idea what the problem was. I
explained it to him, and he said he
would be over the next day. I said I
would be out then, but since he
understood the 'problem I was sure
he would have no trouble.
\Vhen I got home the next day my
wife was in tears. "vVhy should he
yell at me?" was all I could get out of
her. In something of a foul mood I
called sse and asked for "service."
Hah! This was at 5:04, so I got an
answering service. I thought I had
learned never to argue with clerks,
but I was too angry to listen to my
own advice. I gave the poor girl a
sour lecture on how not to service
computer equipment.
When I heard from the sse serviceman the next day, he was obviously having trouble restraining himself. "What did you say you thought
was wrong with our equipment?" I
didn't much like the tone of his voice
or the suggestion that I was imagining things, so I may have shouted.
"The damn thing puts out plus signs
in the middle of the bloody messages
all the time, that's what's wrong with
it." He: "Well, all I know is, I spent
two hours running all the diagnostics
our company ami Intergalactic Computers ever devised, and" it didn't
fail." I: "Beautiful. Now if only I
wanted to run diagnostics instead of
computing Bessel functions, I'd have
a working terminal." He: "Had you
ever thought of trying a different terminal company?"
\Vell, now, by golly I had thought
of that, but I was getting stubborn at
this point. If computers can send
men to the moon and run wars for us,

why couldn't somebody fix a crummy
little $5,000 terminal?
Solomon finally got back from his
vacation. I threatened him with the
loss of my business, but I somehow
don't think $2.50 a month impressed
him that much. The Better Business
Bureau ploy didn't work either, but
when I told him I was going to write
nasty letters to the editors of
DATAMATION AND Computerworld,
he promised to give it one more look.
In fact, he promised that he would
himself bring a serviceman over that
afternoon, and amazingly enough he
did. vVould you believe that I was
there?
vVhen they came I signed on, got
the plus sign sickness going, proved
to the serviceman's satisfaction that it
was not the computer or the telephone, and left him staring at the
thing for a minute. Finally he said,
"Oh," started pulling cards, and
within 10 minutes had the whole
thing fixed. Permanently.
Moral: Before you can teach a
mule anything, you've got to get his
attention-by smashing him over the
head with a two-by-four if necessary.
If I could have gotten a terminal man
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to hear and believe my characterization of the trouble, it could just as
well have been fixed two months earlier.
Everything was fine for a couple of
months, but then I needed a language Shared Silver didn't have, and
decided to get another service.
Thought it might be worthwhile to
give Togetherness Terminals another
look, assuming that by now the Cosmic Conglomerates operator might
have found them. Had she ever. And
when I got talking with the salesman
it turned out that business was really
booming. He was quite frank ahout
it: "Now that we're a part of Cosmic,
people are willing to helieve that we
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will be staying in business." That's
what he said. I signed up, sadder but
wiser, expecting less.
The delivery and installation were
much smoother this time, but when I
turned on the terminal I discovered
two minor problems: whenever I
shifted to upper case the keyboard
locked in upper case until pounded
on, and if I ever hit the "attention"
button while the system was typing
anywhei'e in the second half of the
line the system would lock up. It
could only be unlocked by (you
guessed it) turning off the power
switch (2.4 scconds, this time, plus
or minus 0.3 seconds, and I got
bounced half the time anyway) .
With a sinking feeling I called my
man at Togetherness, Helmut Kiltschig. He wasn't in, but I gave my
message to his secretary, who seemed
nice. In fact, I gave her a fairly detailed description (I didn't expect to
be in the next day when she assured
me the serviceman would be there).
The next day, however, I turned
up with a virus, so I was there when
my wife told me the man couldn't
find any trouble and was about to
leave. I roared downstairs to see
what was what. Seems he had a totally
garbled description of the trouble,
and had fixed absolutely nothing. I

speech, so I instead tried to explain
to him how people use terminals, and
how sometimes you can see that you
don't want the whole line. He seemed
to shake his head at the whims of
crazy customers, but maybe that was
my imagination. Anyway, he settled
down to try to fix the trouble.
Two hours later, having changed
two-thirds of the cards, having
brought in a new terminal from the
truck and gotten the same troubie,
and having shot the mainteriance
budget for the month, he informed
me in a barely-controlled rage that,
"It must be the computer." I calmly
signed onto his computer with my
Shared Silver terminal, proved that it
wasn't the system, and smirked. J
really shouldn't have smirked. It
wasn't nice, and it wasn't in my own
best interests, because he promptly
stormed off.
Well! I couldn't allow things like
that to happen, so I canceled my
Togetherness contract and called up
Universal Umbilicals again. Turned
out they did have FORTRAN; it seems
that when I had called earlier.I got
one of their less senior salesmen, who
hadn't heard of FORTRAN at the time.
I signed up, and it was very smooth.
. About twice every page it would
send back an "e" where I had typed
"t," but what the hell, nobody's per-
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showed him the shift lock problem,
which he fixed in two minutes.
I then showed him the lockup on
an attention in the second half of the
line. (An interrupt during the first
half of the line, or during the carrier
return, didn't cause the trouble.) His
first question: "Why would you want
to interrupt it? Why not just let it
type?" My first impulse was to tell
him that for $147 per month I expeeled his terminal to work with the
reliahility of my good old Shared Silv(~r terminal, and it didn't have this
I rollhle. But I wasn't sure I could
k('(~p a straight face through that
30

fect. (My standards had deteriorated
by then.)
All was well, until one day I had to
give a lecture and demonstration at
the local chapter of the Acronymic
Computational Machinations Society. As usual, I put off the preparations until the last minute. As I was
putting the terminal in its case, I
decided it might be a pretty cool idea
to try it out, since I hadn't used that
particular system for a couple of
weeks. Would I be telling you this
except that the computer wouldn?t

complete the connection? This is
bad news, when it's 5:30 and I'm duc
a t the cocktail hour.
In a panic I called my guru at
Universal, Anemone Fleury. She
gave me emergency instructions 011
how to perform mouth-to-mouth re-

suscitation on a sick terminal: switch
modems, call a different compute~ to
make sure it isn't the machine, make
sure the handset mouthpiece is in the
right end of the coupler. ( Yes, I did
have it in backwards, in my panic,
but that wasn't the trouble.) I
learned a lot, but the terminal still
wouldn't talk to the computer. My
Shared Silver terminal wasn't. portable, so what was I supposed to do
for a talk at ACMS? I didn't have a
whole hell of a lot to say anyway,
and without a dog act to cover for me
I was about to be shown up for a
complete charlatan.
.
But all was not lost. Anemone
started talking about how she might
be able to find me a substitute terminal, etc., when suddenly she remembered that we hadn't tried the most
elementary cure for sick electronic
gear. "Now here's what I want you to
do," she said. "Pick up the front edge
of the terminal about three inches,
and drop it." I thought she said to
pick it up six inches and drop it three
times, so I proceeded to do so. Anemone is screaming, "Enough, already" at the sound of crashing electronics, but when I dialed the head
module again, everything was beautiful. I took off for the meeting, had
my drinks, skipped dinner, and nobody ever knew that I didn't have
anything to say.
Nothing exciting has happened for
three whole days now, but I'm not
taking bets. If anything interesting
•
develops, I'll let you know.
DATAMATION
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just trying to decide which tempt-
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AN on-line process once went on a
visit to his cousin the batch process
whose cpu was in the back panel
wires. His batch cousin made him
heartily welcome and allocated
him all the best storage he could
serve-read only registers, chips of
breadboard circuits, crust stacks.
The on-line process picked a little
here and there, but it was clear that
he did not enjoy the simple batch
monitor fare.
"Cousin," he finally said, "I
don't understand how you put up
with such dull throughput. But of
course you can't expect anything

II.
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better in the serial mode. Come
load with me, and when you have
lived on-line for a run, you will
never want to come back here."
The two set out to get on-line
that very evening and arrived late
at night. "You must be link edited
and loaded .after your long message," said the on-line process, and
took his guest at once into a grand
associative cryogenic memory array. There they found the remains
of some executive text-all kinds
of svcs, enter/exits, LPSWS and
overlays.
The dazzled batch process was

queue,
where it saw the. on-line process
terminating.
"Goodbye, cousin," said the
batch process.
"What, going so soon?" said the
other.
"Yes," it replied, "I seem to
have lost my allocate."
(A crust of breadboard in peace
and batch is better than an on-line
feast in fear.)
-Jack Ludwig

JHai~~~::'~!~~~~e:s w~>:~r~ c~s~a~~t~have 10 hex
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curse thee! Verily do we curse and condemn
thee; we call down the wrath of the Heavens upon
thee!
Know, threesickly, that we hate thee with a
pure and white-hot passion. May the microseconds of thine existence be eons in misery. As thou
pushest about the bits of thy programs, may the 1bits cause chills and may the O-bits itch, and may
thee be in continual torment. As thou miscomputest the problems of thy users may every man's
hand be turned against thee. May children cast
card chad at thee and call thee cursed!
May thy insulation evaporate, and thy cores
collapse, and thy flip-chips flop. May thy ROS
become writable, and may a user write his
FORTRAN program all over it.
May thy printers rewind; and thy tapes unwind;
and thy memory banks' grow senile; and thy
drums be out of round; and thy high-speed
channel be multiplexed with the reader/punch;
and may thy channel programs loop.
May thy bits each have three states.
May os have .1 00 versions, and may each
version have 5000 APARS. May each APAR have 100
PTFS, and may each PTF be punched off-register
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patches, and may each patch grow scar tissue.
May each version require ten SYSGENS, and
may each GEN fail ten times. May each failure
cost a shift, and may each shift be billed at prime
rates.
May thy wait state ABEND; may thy svcs get
protection faults; may thy SPOOL· overflow. May
thy OAT unit cut in and out. May thy adder drop its
seventh bit, and may thy multiplier compute cube
roots. May thy move-characters command complement every third bit. May thy floating point
registers be where thy fixed-point registers should
be.
A pox upon thee and upon thy kin! Upon thy
mod 30s and upon thy mod 90s and upon thy
mod 67s! Yea, upon thy children and thy children's children, even unto the seventh generation
of hardware.
Yea, 360, know that thou shall .be sorely affiicted. From this time forth shall thy peripherals
become independent processors and shalt thou be
synchronized with the low-speed printer. And thy
cores shall be as dust within thee and in sorrow
shalt thou lament thine lot.
-Mary Shaw
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A new and significant technique
for adapting computer system
capacity to the workload
by Paul Abrahams

COMPILER
PESSIMIZATION
The rapid increase in the capacity and operating speeds
of computers is well_known to all workers in the field.
Until the recent business downturn dampened the
demand for computing, this was widely heralded as
Hprogress." Unfortunately, this progress has left the
industry in real danger of finding itself with a l~rge
excess in computing capacity at the very time when
computing needs are diminishing and management is
issuing increasingly sharp memos on the. need for
frugality.
I t is the contention of this paper that there are techniques available for absorbing this excess computer
capacity and saving the edp department from the
economy axe. There seems to be little doubt that these
techniques will become increasingly significant in the
'70s and should be mastered by any serious student of
. programming. Simply put, the techniques involve the
incorporation of "make-work" into the object code produced by a compiler. Since most computer programming is now being done in higher-level languages, it is
clear that the compilers for these languages are an
obvious point of departure. Hence, compiler pessimization.
For make-work to be truly effective, it must have two
characteristics:
1. I t must be useless.
2. It must not be obviously useless.
Thus, expanding computer usage by finding new applications or extending old ones is not satisfactory, for the
results may inadvertently turn out to be useful. Nor
will merely padding a compiled program with Naps do;
it is far too obvious that no operation can be accomiplished by a "no operation" instruction. More subtle
measures are called for.
We propose that the OPT parameter associated with
the control languages for some compilers be expanded
to permit negative values. Thus, OPT = a would request th-at a program be neither optimized nor pessimized; OPT = -1 would c~ll for prim{tive pessimization,
and OPT=-2 would call for full pessimization, with
the inefficiency of the compiled code being limited
only by the inventiveness of the pessimizer. Existing
programs, as well as new ones, could be pessimized
through recompilation; thus the benefits of pessimization could be extended throughout a library of programs.
An interesting application of pessimization occurs
when a computer is newly installed. With adequate
pessimization, a small group of jobs can easily be made
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to strain the capacity of the machine virtually on the
first day of operation. Thus the installation manager
has a ready argument that an even larger machine is
needed; or, alternatively, he can decrease the pessimization as new projects are attempted on the machine,
thus keeping the load constant and the users satisfied.
To some extent, the possibilities for pessimization
are language-dependent. The richer the language, the
richer the potential for pessimization. Thus PL/I. for
instance, with its elaborate block structure, proliferation of data types, and multitasking facilities, provides
a vast new array of possibilities for the astute pes simizero Indeed, there are those who maintain that PL/I
compilations are naturally pessimized, without special
effort in that direction.
One point must be made clear: the aim of pessimization is the creation of inefficiency and not the introduction of bugs. Thus, a pessimal program, like an optimal
one, must produce the same results as the original one.
Some specialists in the field would disagree with this
approach, arguing that the introduction of bugs creates
a high level of demand for programmers' services,
starting with those of tht:! application programmer, who
must detect the bugs introduced through pessimization,
and ending with the pessimizer himself, who must
remove the offending code. While we do not dispute
this conClusion', we maintain that our primary goal is
to keep computers busy, not people; a~d production

runs are far more effective towards this end than are
debugging runs. The advocates of the "introduce
bugs" approach, however, can take comfort in the fact
that pessimization is likely to introduce bugs at least
inadve~tently .
We now turn to the consideration of some specific
pessimization techniques. We classify these according
to whether they primarily affect central processor computation, input~butput, or the use of storage.
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The following are among the techniques known for
the pessimization of central processor computation:
I. Expansion of . loops. Code appearing outside
of a loop may be moved into the loop, thus causing it
to be executed many times instead of just once. For
example, the FORTRAN code sequence:
RHO = SIN(THETA)
DO 10 K = 1,15
10 SIGMA -= SIGMA
SQRT(RHO
G(K))
may be altered to:
DO 10 K = 1,15
RHO = SIN(THETA)
10 SIGMA = SIGMA
SQRT(RHO
G(K))
2. Multiplication by constants. Multiplication by integer constants may be reduced to repeated
addition. Similarly, for cases where extreme pe~simiza
tion is required, addition may be reduced to repeated
incrementation by unity. Note that under some circumstances both the multiplication and addition pessi-
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mizations may be applicable, thus producing a cascaded gain in inefficiency.
3. Injection of common subexpressions. The
FORTRAN sequence
RHO = SIN (THETA)
SI GMA I = RHO + RHO**2
SIGMA2 = RHO/3
may be converted to
SIGMAI = SIN(THETA
SIN(THETA)**2
SIGMA2 = SIN(THETA)/3
thus causing the SIN to be computed three times
instead of once. Better yet, the elimination of a statement creates the appearance of a gain in efficiency.
Injection of common subexpressions also implies that
subscript multiplication should be carried out for each
array reference without regard to other array references or the known characteristics of the indexing
variables.
4. Register filllocation. Results should be moved
back and forth from storage as often as possible, and

fast registers should be used only when necessary to
achieve correct results.
5. Postponement of binding. Expressions
whose value is known at compile time can nevertheless
be recomputed at run time. In the case of a block
structure language, various expressions relating to the
sizes of aggregates may becom~ known at compile
time, at the time of entrance to a block, or at the time
of computing an expression. All such w~putations and
the associated storage allocations should be made at
expression time if possible; otherwise they should be
made at block time. Under no circumstances should
they be made at compile time.
Some of the input-output pessimization techniques
may require modification of programs other than the
compiler itself. The following are some known techmques:
I. Page control. In a paging environment, one
should adopt the MRU (most recently used) algorithm.
Under this algorithm, when a page must be expelled
from core, the most recently used page is the one
expelled. If the operating system permits ~ompiled
programs to expel pages, then for maximal pessimization, pages can be expelled after each reference.
2. Choice of record size. Record sizes should be
selected so as to .maximize short records, unfilled allocations, and interrecord gaps.
3. Buffer management. Input buffers should
not be read into until they are entirely empty; similarly, output buffers should not be written out until
they are entirely full.
The object in storage pessimization is to maximize
the core requirements of the compiled program. Here
are some methods:
I. Allocation of temporary storage. T emporary storage locations required for intermediate results'
should be assigned to separate locations, rather than
beir.g overlapped. Allocations, if done dynamically at
run time, should be done in as small blocks as possible.
2. Choice of buffer size. Large buffers,. when
managed according to the principle suggested above,
can consume arbitrary amounts of space and often can
force an overlay structure to b'e used.
Acknowledgment. I am grateful to the marketing representatives of several large computer manufacturers, without whose encouragement this article would
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never have been written. Their enthusiastic response
to the pessimization concept was a constant source of
inspiration to me. At their request, ho,>Vever, they
and the companies that they represent must remam
nameless.
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Use of a
Validated
Numerical Model
for
Forecasting
by M. L. Lesser

I HAVE LONG BEEN AMAZED at the insight
that can be gained from the manipulation of a numerical model built from observation of seemingly
unrelated facts about a class of activity-a model
derived without consideration of any causal relationships. The art is very highly developed among
practitioners of the "soft" sciences-such as economics and management-and occasionally bleeds
over into the "hard" sciences, and even into engineering. The technique appears to be particularly
appropriate when applied to "forecasting." Consequently, I decided to try my hand at it.
For subject matter, I considered the series of
sailing yachts S; (i == 1, 2, 3, ... ) I have owned.
It was easiiy demonstrated that the year of first
commission for each S i can be predicted by the
relationship:
Y1

==

Y i (i >

1964
1)

== 1964 +

i-I

~

2 (n-l)

eq. (l)

ncol

Testing this for each Si for which data are
available showed no deviation-assuming that S4
will be launched approximately on schedule this
spring.
The length over all (LOA), to
the nearest foot, of Si is given by:
Li == 9i
eq. (2)
Testing this, we find that it fits
all data exactly except for the
fact that S2 was 17 feet long, instead of the predicted 18 feet.
However, this is an error of only
about 5.5% (defining percent
error as 100 times the difference
. between <.lctual and predicted
values, divided by the predicted
value, for any i) . Thus, the model
predicts the measured LOA of SI
to the nearest foot with an rms
percent error of 2.8%-for all
available actual data.
The cost of each S i, in current
dollars, is predicted by:
)
C i = 600 (Nd 2
where Ni == 2(i- 1 ) eq. (3
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The scatter in actual data for C i is somewhat
greater than for the other dependent variables, but
the rms percent error (as defined above) for all
data points is 6.7 % -which is not too bad considering the state of the econometric art.
It should be noted that the model given by the
above three equations has been validated over the
entire existing universe for which it pertains-this
has not been a small-sample validation. The only
potential datum point that was not c<?nsidered was
the dinghy bought as a tender for S:i about one year
after Y:1• It was considered reasonable to omit this
point, since the dinghy is equivalent in size and cost
to SJ, and the model is independent of how, or
whether, superseded S;'s are disposed of. It should
also be noted that all S i 's were designed primarily
for cruising, rather than for racing.
Having validated the model, we now propose its
use for forecasting: We see that Sf) will be first
commissioned in 1979, will be almost exactly 45
feet long, and will cost about $154,000. Several
interesting conclusions can be drawn from this. The .
most significant of these is that the economic inflation will get worse, at an average compound
rate of about 9% per year, since one can buy
(at 1971 prices) a very-wellequipped quality cruising sailing
yacht, 45 feet LOA, for around
half the figure forecast by the
model. Another conclusion, personally comforting, is that the
model assures me that I will be
able to afford the vessel when the
time comes.
One's mind boggles, somewhat, at the implications of S6
-even though this is extrapolating the model only 50% out of
the validated range of the independent variable. It is not recommended, therefore, that the
model be used for i> 6, since I
am not sure that the model is
independent of my present age
and life expectancy.
•
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Field Applieation Note
Identilieation 01
Right and Lelt Band-=
INTRODUCTION
In technical field work it is oftFn desirable, if not
necessary, to distinguish between right and left
which, to some field personnel, may present a
problem. Examples are: components being
located on the right or left, controls having to be
moved to the right or left, etc. Persons having
difficulties in this regard are occasionally admonished to have reference to their right or left hand,
respectively; this, however, tends to be of little
use if the particular person has difficulty in
identification of his right and left hand.

It is assumed that the person in question has two
hands, which is generally the case. In situations
other than the one assumed, the procedure given
here is not applicable.
2. Note whether the two thumbs are the two
similar digits of the respective hands that are in
closest relative proximity. If this is the case, step
3 may be omitted.
.3. Counter-rotate the two hands in such a
manner as to accomplish the criterion of step
2.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this application note is to aid
field personnel in the correct identification of the
right and left hand, with the highest probability
of success and with considerable ease. Having
accomplished such identification, the person will
be able, by straight analogy, to transfer the
directional characterization to the item(s) in
question.

PROCEDURE
Identification of the right and left hand may be
accomplished by following the procedure given
here, in the indicated sequence:
1. \ Vith arms parallel, or nearly parallel, place
both hands upon the surface of a table, workbench, or other flat, horizontal furniture or
equipment surface.
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Neither hand should be rotated more' than 180
degrees. Should this appear required, rotation in
the opposite direction is indicated, instead, to
prevent possible injury.
4. Observe the relative position of each thumb
with respect to its corresponding hand.
5. \Vith a suitable marker, mark the hand that
has the thumb on the right with a letter "R", and
the hand that has the thumb on the left with the
letter "L".

CONCLUSION
The hand bearing the "L" mark will be the right
hand, and the hand bearing the "R" mark will be
the left hand.
-Pete Lindley
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yes, mag
tape
terminals

It's trwe.

For example, take a look at the tape
cartriqge, which was specifically designed for reliability required for
data transmission.

After helping a jillion feet of paper
tape wind and unwind its way
through communications systems
everywhere, Teletype announces the
addition of magnetic tape data
terminals.

Its vital statistics are: 3" x 3" X 1".
It contains 100 feet of
magnetic tape.

X"

precision

There are some basic advantages in
both mediums. But as you are well
aware, the medium that's right for a
system depends a lot on the application criteria.

It will hold 150,000 characters of
data, recorded at a density of 125
characters per inch. The equivalent
of a 1000 foot roll of paper tape.

The new magnetic tape data terminals have many operational features
that make life less complicated for
the operator.

This means that your data is easier
to store, easier to handle, easier to
work with than ever before. And it's
reusable.

New, modular line of Teletype® 4210
magnetic tape data terminals.

Teletype Is a trademark registered in the U.S. Pat. Office.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

, equipment for on-line, real-time processing

The units have a "fastaccess" switch
which will move tape forward or
reverse at a speed of 33 inches per
second. A digit counter provides a
reference point to help locate various areas of the tape.
Four ASCII control code characters
can be recorded in the data format
to aid character search operations.
When the terminal's "search" button is pressed, tape ryloves at the
rate of 400 characters per second

Also magnetic tape adds high speed
on-line capability to low speed data
terminals.
You can zip data along the line at up
to 2400 words per minute. For example: Take a standard speed Teletype keyboard send-receive set, and
a typical typist. Add a new magnetic
tape unit to this combination and
the on-line time savings can pay for
the magnetic tape terminal in short
order.

Straight-through threading makes
tape loading and unloading exceptionallyeasy.

They can send or receive at high or
low speed. Or can be used independently as stand-alone terminals online.
If you would like to know more about
this new line of Teletype magnetic
tape data terminals, please write
Teletype Corporation, Dept 81-15,
5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois
60076.

You can take better advantage of
voice grade line speed capabilities.

until the control code selected is
detected. Then the terminal stops
the tape automatically.
A "single step" switch is also provided which enables you to move the
tape forward or backward one character at a time. In editing or correcting tape, you can send a single
character using this feature.

An operator can prepare data for
magnetic tape transmission using
the keyboard terminal in local mode.
Then send it on-line via the magnetictape terminal up to 2400 words per
minute.
These new modular magnetic tape
data terminals offered by Teletype
are perfectly compatible with model
33, model 35, model 37 and Inktronic®
keyboard send-receive equipment.

Teletype 4210 magnetic tape data terminal with 37 keyboard send-receive
set.

TELETYPE

f

machines that make data move
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an interpretive review of significant developments
Postal Service Plans Large DP
System Investment, More Services
The U.S. Post Office began automating its mail processing operations in
1958; the results, while consistent,
haven't been exactly impressive. But
the Post Office is still trying, and
things seem to be lookin,g up. Last
year, Congress changed the agency's
name to the "U. S. Postal Service,"
gave it almost complete autonomy
and power to float bond issues.
About $73 million will be invested
in postal R&D contracts during FY'72,
which begins next July 1st compared
with $50 million in FY'71 and $30 million the previous ~ear. The moderni~
zation program is likely to keep growing through FY'75, and probably
beyond. The total bill probably will
amount to several billion dollars, and
much of it will go into information handling systems.
The program's primary goal isn'tto
improve· service, however, even
though poor service generated much
of the political support for the recent
reorganization. Instead, the main purpose is to eliminate a mammoth,
recurring postal deficit - currently
$1.5 billion/year.
Hopefully, the Postal Service will
be paying its own way "within 13
years," says an official. But the gap
apparently is going to be closed partly
by charging more rather than spending less. Recently, the Postal Service
proposed an increase in first class
rates from 6 to 8 cents, and in airmail
from 10 to 11 cents; other rates would
go up as much as 142%.
Although there are plans for a variety of expedited pickup, transmission,
and delivery services, all of them
probably will cost extra.
To further increase its revenues,
the Postal Service is planning a number of new "information products" for example, a computerized address
updating service for volume mailers.
While these products haven't been
defined yet, they raise the specter of
government competition with private
industry and possible violation of individual privacy.
Automation
will
undoubtedly
reduce direct labor costs; however,
38

the unskilled and semiskilled, largely
black workers who are displaced will
almost certainly have trouble finding
other work. The result could be that
postal patrons will end up paying not
only for automation but also for increased welfare.

Spending it
Much of the FY'72. R&D money is
going into a "letter mail·code sorting
system (LMCSS)." Essentially, it utilizes bar code imprinters to rerecord
zip code information on the face of
each envelope, and bar code readers
to route this mail through a letter-sorting machine (LSM). The mail ends up,
classified by destination city or post
office, in a set of bins on the back of
the LSM. The ultimate system will sort
even further, and produce a stack of
letters for each mailman arranged in
the same sequence he follows on his
rounds.
Some of the FY'72 money to be
spent on LMCSS has already been
obligated, or committed in effect to
firms with special capabilities. But according to Pat Hanes, LMCSS program director, there is "plenty of opportunity" for newcomers who submit
the right bids.
For example, the service plans to
ask for bids before the end of this year
on an electronically-controlled unit
capable of feeding mail into a facercanceler machine. About 500 units
will be acquired. Defense Electronics,
Inc., Rockville, Md., and Miller Research Corp., Baltimore, are scheduled to deliver prototypes this month,
but neither firm probably will bid on
the big buy, says Hanes, because
"they're not geared for a production
operation like this." The Postal Service will own all the· prototype draw.ings, and will write specs for the production contract in-house, he adds.
Mail reaches the facer-canceler
after being delivered to the post office
. receiving dock, being culled to weed
out odd sizes and shapes, and being
oriented into a "singulated" stream. In
the Ultimate LMCSS, the next major
step after facing-canceling will be ad-

dress-r~ading, using either an OCR
unit or a human operator seated at a
keyboard.
The read data will go to a computer
which controls a bar code printer. The
latter device, located next to the reader station, will record along the lower
edge of each envelope, in a .space
about 1/1 Oth inch high and 3.5 inches
long. Then, a bar code reader linked
to the LSM will scan this block and,
guided by what it reads, will route the
letter to one of 305 collection bins on
the back of the sorting machine.
LMCSS now consists of a test-bed
installation in the Cincinnati post office; some of the equipment came
from Plessy, which built a similar system for the Australian postal service
several years ago:
By the end of this calendar year, an
upgraded LMCSS is scheduled to be
operating in Cincinnati, and installation of a second system in another city
is supposed to be under way.

Really big
Hanes reports that a "big" system
study contract probably will be awarded this year, aimed at determining the
optimum computer configuration for
LMCSS and related mail processing
chores. The present setup utilizes a
Sigma II that lacks the capability
needed ultimately.
This contract probably will go to a
software firm to eliminate a system
maker's latent bias toward his own
hardware. LTV Aerospace Systems
and Computer Sciences helped design the Cincinnati test bed, but Hanes
doesn't believe they'll have any bidding advantage - partly because the
test bed was a relatively simple design problem, and partly because the
bulk of the work under the new contract will involve new system functions.
Another upcoming contract involves development of context analysis software to interpret incomplete
address information. A different approach to this problem is already
under development; it consists of connecting a crt to the OCR reader and
using a human interpreter. A follow-on
contract is likely before the end of '71,
says Hanes.
DRTRMRTION

He indicates that the work done so
far on interpreting incomplete addresses hasn't given any company a
bidding advantage. This is also true of
another R&D area likely to produce a
contract in FY72; the problem here is
to collect mail from the bins at the
back of the letter-sorting machine.
The bins are now emptied manually.
Hanes wants an automated system
that can service several LSMs concurrently and empty the bins in different sequences.

More of it
Aside from LMCSS, the Postal
Service intends to award several
other R&D contracts by the end of
FY72. These include production of a
bar code reader for mail sack labels;
development of a similar device for
parcel post, and development of a
standardized system for controlling
the conveyerized sorting of nonletter
mail.
The Postal Service is also exploring use of optical scanning to orient
parcel post so it can be read more
easily by the conveyer operator. A
cash register for recording sales transactions at Post Office counters is
under consideration; it may include
on-line communications capability.
Systems analysts within the Bureau of Research want to optimize the
location of maintenance facilities, the
training of maintenance personnel,
and the periodic servicing of fixed and
mobile equipment. At least two study
contracts are possible by the end of
1971.
Postal Service R&D bids are solicited and negotiated by the Office of
Contract Programs within the Bureau
of Research and Engineering. Ed
TamlJlevich, chief of the office, reports
that as of last Dec. 31 st, he had 195
contracts active, worth $87 million. He
expects an increase to around $125
million by the end of 71. About 70%
of the contracts are cost plus fixed
fee; the rest are largely fixed price arrangements.
Unsolicited proposals are always
welcome, says Tamulevich, but few
are accepted. A "Guide for Submission of Unsolicited Proposals" is available from the contract programs office, 1100 L Street N.W., WaShington,
D. C. 20260.
Besides automating its mail processing operations, the Postal Service
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is also automating a number of related functions.
The Bureau of Finance and Administration, which operates a 360/65
at Post Office GHQ, is planning to upgrade 18 existing remote terminals
and add about 12 more. The RFP
probably will be released during the
last half of 71. A mini-computerized
key-to-mag-tape system will be solicited shortly for each of six regi9n~1
postal data centers. Another contract
on the way involves evaluation of the
need for a Postal Service finance center. A similar study, of a transportation
center, is likely to be contracted later
this year.
The Bureau's adp center, headed
by B. G. Anderson, has a continuing
need for outside support to augment
its software staff. The help is obtained
under a "basic ordering agreement"
negotiated annually with suppliers
located within the greater Washington

area. BOA contracts are worth $2,500
to $20K per job.
The Bureau of Planning and Marketing has a number of surveys
planned, and a $2.5 million FY71
budget for contract support. "At least
,as much will be spent in FY72," says
Assistant Pos~master General Ronald
Lee, who heads the bureau. Lee's department will soon pegin testing an
on-line system for updating the addresses of postal patrons who have
moved. He hopes to convert this into,
a computerized address-updating
service that can be sold to volume
mailers.
.
i The Chief Postal Inspector has set
up an office to conduct research,
maintain liaison with private industry,
and devise crime prevention-oriented
systems. "Attention will be given to
utilization of closed circuit TV, surveillance devices, (and) computer applications," he told Congress last year.
-Phil Hirsch

o
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"Ever hear, of anyone who was replaced by an
electric pencil ~harpener?"
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NE\NS
Proposed Tariff Seems
to Solve Access Issue
An "innovative" tariff which promises
to reduce telecommunications costs
drastically for many users has been
proposed by the Rochester, N.Y.
Telephone Co.
Basically, the "Rochester Plan"
eliminates the extra charge for access
arrangements which is now imposed
on dial-up customers who want to use
independently based terminals. It permits use of a much simpler access
arrangement than the ones now specified in the tariff. And it sets up an inspection and certification procedure
for foreign attachments that should
make it much easier for independent
manufacturers to compete against
carrier equipment salesmen.
The tariff proposal has been filed
with the New York State Public Service Commission. If accepted there, it
will affect only a relative handful of
foreign attachment users. But users of
switched telephone service throughout the country will be affected if the
Federal Communications Commission makes the Rochester Plan the
basis of a new foreign' attachment
policy.
This could easily happen: the commission's present policy clearly isn't
working and the Rochester Plan appears to have more appeal than any
of the other alternatives suggested.
Nearly three years ago in its Carterfone decision, the FCC said patrons
of the public telephone system should
be able to use any terminal that
doesn't impair service to otherpatrons.
Today, however, the vast majority of
all voice and data terminals connected to the dial-up system are still supplied by Bell - even though independents offer more equipment
capabilities, lower prices, and better
service.
The basic reason for Bell's
monopoly, say the independents, is
that the FCC requires each foreign attachment user to obtain a complicated access arrangement from a carrier. The extra cost, delay, and red tape
persuades many telephone users to
give up the whole idea and obtain their
terminal equipment from the carrier.
Various proposals for replacing the
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access arrangements h::.tve been sent
to the commission, but none has attracted the support of both users and
carriers. The commissioners probably
won't change present policy until they
can obtain a consensus, for without
one the whole battle will just drag on.
Rochester Telephone Co.'s recent
proposal may be what the FCC is
looking for. Developed and put forward by a carrier, the proposal contained ideas that have been espoused
for a long time by independent terminal manufacturers and users. As one
source puts it, "now that Rochester
Tel. has endorsed the use of a simplified access arrangement~ combined
with certification and inspection of independently made terminals, Ma Bell
can hardly argue - as it has in the
past - ' that these procedures will
leave the dial-up network inadequately protected."

In Lease Financing:
Need Warrants Concession
Something new is creeping into leasing agreements being signed this year
by Transamerica Computer Co. of
San Francisco with peripheral manufacturers.
It's warrants granted to Transamerica to purch~se a given number
of shares of the manufacturers' stock
at a specified price within a stated
time period. Those manufacturers
who had, previous agreements with
Transamerica 'without the warrants
clause apparently aren't objecting to
the clause in new contracts viewing it
as a "concession necessary to securing an important source of financing."
And important it is to small companies selling in markets used to lease
as opposed to purchase and to whom
carrying leases themselves could be
crippling. A typical second contract
was signed early this year by Trans-american and Data Instruments,
Sepulveda, Calif., covering Data Instruments Dataplex line of source
data entry equipment.' Data Instruments had an agreement with Transamerica in calendar year 1970 without the warrants clause. This year's
has it and provides for Trans-

america's buying up to 70% of the
equipment leased by Data Instruments in 1971 up to $4.5 million. The
warrants issued cover 125,000
shares of stock at $7.125 per share
over a five year period.
Transamerica has similar leasing
agreements with some 30 companies and at the end of 1970, owned an
estimated $142 million of equipment
out on lease under such agreements.

Would Paneling Solve
Licensing Problems?
An unprecedented (almost) combined
meeting of the Los Angeles chapters
of the Data Processing Managers Association and the Association for
Computing Machinery was held recently' to hear a panel discussion on
the subject, "Licensing of Computer
Professionals." The panel members
were Dr. Richard Hamming, of Bell
Labs, Herb Safford, of DPMA and
General Telephone, and Donn Parker,
ACM and Stanford Research Institute.
The panel was nicely moqerated by
Bob Gordon, University of California
at Irvine.
The California state senator who is
head of the senate committee on business and professions also was supposed to be in attendance but wasn't.
His presence might have enlivened an
a!ready lively meeting because it was
his committee that triggered the panel
discussion by scheduling hearings
(later canc~led) on the licensing of
p.rogrammers.
In his' opening remarks, DPMA
chapter president CI~rence King stated that the problem of licen~ing and
certification was a poignant one, and
perhaps it is. It's certainly a prickly
o~e, as evidenced by the differences
of opinion among members of the panel. Dr. Hamming began by asserting
unequivocally that he is against licensing, that he wouldn't know how to
test for it. He said that it was nonsense
to attempt to treat computer science
in a legal manner because no one
knows what programming really is it doesn't stay stable - and in ten
years there will be other methods 'of
programming that no present proDATRMATION
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KEY-EDIT"

The Incredible
Reducing Machine
for low-cost
high-volume

data input.
Here it is! A new member of the famous
KEY-EDITTM Series 100 Family.
KEY-EDIT 100/85 extends the widely accepted KEY-EDIT concept to-the introductory
user. It contains most of the advantages of its
family members but allows the user to move
to the shared-processor system at a low cost
with future potential growth in sophisticated
edit and control techniques assured.

With the KEY-EDIT 100/85 your total
monthly cost-per-keystation can be as low as
$100 per month. This is the lowest cost-perkeystation of any keypunch or key-to-tape
replacement system available to the highvolume input user today.
And we can prove it. Contact Consolidated
Computer today for complete details on the
new KEY-EDIT 100/85.

All members of the KEY-EDIT systems family
are growth-compatible. Systems features within
the family allow the KEY-EDIT users to grow
to larger models quickly and easily with no
operating changes.

KEY-EDIT"
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The Incredible
Reducing Machine
that started it all.
This is the KEY-EDIT model that made
Consolidated Computer a world leader in
data input equipment. Introduced little more
than a year ago, more than 100 KEY-EDITTM
systems are installed and working in cities
throughout North America and Europe. And
they're serving an equally diverse mixture of
government, industry and business.
KEY -EDIT is known to these users as "The
Incredible Reducing Machine" because it
reduces data preparation problems to an
absolute minimum. KEY-EDIT 100/100 combines all the advantages of the sharedprocessor with powerful editing and control
features.
Reliability is another key to KEY-ED IT's
success. Reliable delivery. Reliable service.
Reliable people.

Reliable Delivery. KEY-EDIT can be operational on your premises in as little as ninety
days. No dealing in futures. And it'll work
from "day one" and will continue to work
because it is backed by
Reliable Service. It's one thing to install a
system. Another to ensure that it works and
keeps on working. KEY-EDIT works and continues to work because it is backed by
Reliable People. Marketing people. Technical people. Systems engineers and designers.
Both from North America and Europe and in
North America and Europe.

New! The basic KEY-EDIT 100/100 is now available with a variety. of newly designed
data stations. Illustrated below are some of the optional configurations and model colors
now being offered with the original Incredible Reducing Machine. Contact Consolidated
Computer today for complete details on the KEY ·EDIT 100/100.

KEY-EDIT"

The Incredible
Reducing Machine
for communications
and remote editingThis communications-oriented addition to
the KEY-EDITTM family, with powerful control
and editing features as standard, can be tailored to a variety of user processing needs.
The KEY-EDIT concept provides an easily
understood transition to shared processor
data capture for the smaller business.
Larger companies can use the 100/145 as
an economical terminal processor, linking remote branches with headquarters location.

BOSTON
235 Wyman Street,
Waltham, Mass. 02154.
617-891-0210
ATlANTA

TORONTO, CANADA
LONDON, ENGLAND
48 Yonge Street,
Northdale House,
Toronto, Ontario.
North Circular Road,
416-366-7643
london N.W. 10, England.

CHICAGO CLEVELAND DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
MONTREAL OnAWA HALIFAX WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

With a powerful editing and control processing capability, the 100/145 becomes a
high-performance introductory system to large
users for evaluation and specification
development.
Users can select from a variety of data
capturing devices, card readers, paper-tape
readers, and other peripheral equipment to
make a powerful integrated data input system.

/~ C"8"NSOL.IDATED
CDMPUTER:~tERNAT,oNAL
World Leader In Data Input Equipment

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON, D.C.
FRANKFURT AND MUNICH, W. GERMANY
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grammer will be doing.
This, he further averred, is inevitable and probably desirable because
the current reputation of programmers for meeting schedules and
documenting their work is so bad no
one would want them to continue programming. Hamming felt that the people who wish to license and certify are
guilty of wishful, thinking, that what
they really want to do is measure and
certify social responsibility, and that,
he maintains, can't be done.
The next panelist, Herb Safford,
confessed to mixed emotions about
licensing because he, too, wasn't sure
how performance could be measured,
but he felt it was necessary to ensure
the integrity and qualifications of people entrusted with privileged information. He admitted the many intangibles
involved in the process, and echoed a
previous statement of Hamming's that
pure binary or machine language programmers of ten years ago are long
gone (from the audience, Gene
Jacobs piped up, "I'm still here!"), but
he advocated the appointment of a
commission by California's Governor
Reagan to study all ramifications of
the problem and to determine the objective, need, procedures, and implementation of licensing, and just
whom should be licensed. He conceded that licensing would not necessarily guarantee ethical conduct.
Ethics, however, was the main
plank in Parker's panel platform. Although he considered it somewhat
premature to discuss the concept of
licensing, the state legislature had
started things and the professional organizations had better be involved. He
cited instances of embezzlement by
programmers with the use of a computer to emphasize the need for licensing and ethical safeguards.
This brought an objection from the
floor. Gene Jacobs spoke up once
more. "That's irrelevant. If a guy's dishonest, licensing won't stop him. And
using a computer has nothing to do
with it. They used a quill pen to do it for
years."
Parker contended that increasing
public awareness of computers and
the harm that people who program
them can do is motivation enough for
the industry to start regulating itself.
He praised the DPMA for its COP
(Certificate of Data Processing) program, which he termed a pioneering

effort, and stated that until the professional societies are strongly in favor of
licensing, there wont't be any (a position also taken by the state of California.)
More than 100 people attended the
meeting and although nothing was or
could be decided, the atmosphere
was peaceful. As the affair broke up,
Dr. Hamming, whose phrase, "The
purpose of computing is insight, not
numbers," is often quoted, was asked
to update the profundity. "Sure," he
answered quickly, "the purpose of
computing numbers is not yet in
sight."

ACM to Exonerate
Innocent Computers·
ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) has put the "Blame the Computer" syndrome under analysis and
produced some therapy that may effect its cure. At the instigation of president Walter M. Carlson and executive
director Gordon Smith, the association is proposing that local chapters
establish "ombudsmen" to mediate
the public's computer pique.
The ACM describes it as a modest
program. Initially, ombudsmen could
monitor and respond to local instances of the "blame the computer"
charges or appeal for help in specific
situations. The emphasis will be on
local response to local incidents with
fact finding and trouble shooting the
ombudsman's main job. ACM cautions that each action should be
thoroughly documented in case a lawsuit should result.
Reaction has been "very positive,"
according to an ACM spokesman.
The chapter chairmen are enthusiastic over the opportunity for worthwhile
involvement. The ACM executive
committee has approved it and directors of the other computer and data
processing societies have pledged
their groups' cooperation. ACM has
asked the local chapters to work with
the other professional groups, particularly DPMA and IEEE, in selecting
ombudsmen.
The association is now providing
two-day orientation seminars on the
program. The sessions, held in the
chapters' home towns, will delineate
the kind of problems the ombudsmen
can legitimately handle (e.g., COIl1Put-

Want an expert, impartial answer?
Consult ...
ARINC Research Corporation
. . . the system architects . . .

your kind of problem-solver!
Design of a cost-effective datacommunications system and selection of' the hardware best
suited to your needs are jobs for
professionals. They require expert knowledge in several technical areas - operations research, mathematics, system
engineering, communications,
computer techniques - plus experience in applying the knowledge.
We offer you these capabilities,
and one other significant credential: The objectivity of a consultant who has no manufacturing
affiliation or product bias.

If 'you would like to discuss a
communications-system probl~m
with us, or hear about our work
for other organizations, large
and small, please call or write
the sales manager of either of
our Divisions:

..AElX~C
RESEARCH CORPORATION
A SubSidiary of Aeronautical RadiO. Inc,

Eastern Division
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Md.
21401

Western Division
1222 E. Normandy PI.
Santa Ana, Calif.
92702

Telephone:
(301) 268·4100
(202) 296-4626

Telephone:
(714) 547-7594
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FloridaWhere ,'the worken
are as productive
as the orange
grolles

Read about
a labor picture
that can only .
spell profits...
performance...
productivity
for you.

Here's what we can deliver when you
come to Florida
• We can out-recruit anyone for skilled
labor. We'll show you proof of 1O-to-1
superiority in competitive recruitment.
• Our skilled work force is growing
faster than in any state in the
Southeast.
• We now have in Florida a larger
working age population (18-65) than
any other Southeastern state.
Florida is a great place to live and work.
Won't you let us reveal the hidden profit
potential in Florida's remarkable labor
picture? Just phone (904) 224-1215
or write in confidence.

Dept. F-6

Please send information about:
Manufacturing plant
Headquarters office
Research
Warehouse
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o
o
o
o
o

Florida
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er dating service complaints, data
processing school recommendations,
data bank errors) and will show how
to get and document the facts and
contact the appropriate people to resolve the situations. It also will put the
group in touch with existing public assistance organizations, such as the
Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau, Legal Aid Society, Civil
Liberties Union, and the press and
local government agencies.
ACM is supporting three other projects to curb "blame the computer."
One is a program directed by BEMA
(Business Equipment Manufacturers
Assn.) to defend the computer when it
is publicly blamed for failure. BEMA
said it recently got the press to more
fully explain what went wrong during
the moon landing. Briefly lab led a
computer error, it was eventually explained that a faulty signal from instrumentation caused the computer to
misread the situation.
The second program is directed toward informing thought leaders. Here
ACM is encouraging members and
chapters to meet with community
leaders, take part in legislative hearings and assist in planning and implementing public services. Currently
under consideration are ways and
means for the New York chapter to
assist the city of New York in optimizing the court schedule and to help a
group of programmers who want to
build a consumer data bank of products and services.
The third program has ACM interested in TV game programs t~at
would make use of the computer. It is
felt that the general public would see
what a computer can do and finally
realize it is only a tool. As yet the
games have not gotten beyond the
concept stage so members of the
profession and the ombudsmen, when
they are appointed, will be defenders
of the computer for a while yet.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BUREAU OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
107 WEST GAINES STREET
TALlAHASSEE. FLORIDA 32~

NAME ________________________________
TITLE _________________________________
COMPANY ____________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________
CITY ________________ STATE, _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ __
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McCracken on Tour
With Anti-ABM Ploy
Spring is here and with it has come the
second annual campaign against the
U.S. Safeguard antiballistic missile
system by the Computer Professionals Against ABM, headed by Dan
McCracken, who has been on a nationwide tour speaking to ACM chapDRTRMRTION

The quiz most DP Man~gers fail!
,
~ C.o.n.diJioltinrJ-. hL .lWl£l hi' In.J:tluL J.IuL
mm.p.u.ff!lL Jl.JJ.o.m. . .co.oL.Il.iq.hL?
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ters and university groups. No funds
are being collected along the way, no
report on response or reaction is anticipated, and McCracken is receiving
(when he receives) only a nominal
fee, but his hope is steady that he and
his associates (who include Paul
Armer of the Harvard Program on
Technology and Society, and Joseph
Weizenbaum, professor of computer
science at MIT) may be able to arouse
enough public sentiment against the
project to influence the Congress to
derail it. Some encouragement in this
regard has been given McCracken by
Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota.
McCracken's objections (technical) to the ABM system are fairly well
known. He contends that "The precise nature of the computing task for
the system cannot be defined ...
Realistic testing is impossible since it
would require nuclear explosions in
the atmosphere ... Evolutionary development, critical to the success of
every known successful computer
system, is out of the question - the
Safeguard computer would never be
given a second chance."
McCracken states that "not one"
computer professional outside the
government has taken a public stand
in support of the ABM or provided
technical assurance that it will work.
However, there is one: Bob Head,
who also is a Datamation contributing
editor, and who favors ABM "on
grounds of national defense strategy." Are there others?

Cool isn't enough. There are more important musts in every DP room ... constant
temperature and humidity as well as the even distribution of well-filtered air. In fact,
~reliability of environmental
~ ~
control is the key element in
every computer room ai r
conditioning installation.

Because the building's existing system is designed for "comfort conditioning," not
precise environmental control. It cannot cope with the large sensible heat loads
imposed by EDP equipment
and still maintain adequate
control of temperature and
humidity. Nor can it filter
the air well enough. Even the
best comfort conditioning
system is built to lower
standards of reliability than
those required by EDP equipment. And when the usual
single-unit, building-wide
~
system shuts down ..• so
does the computer room.

q)

Varian Aims Minis
at All the End Users
To Varian Data Machines, the minicomputer must be viewed both as a
blessing and as a curse. On one hand,
the ferocious competition in the oem
mini market makes that business just
about as attractive as the livery stable
business, while the end user market
- and something Varian calls minicomputer vertical markets - are
looking like they could be the hottest
items since fried chicken franchises.
J. J. Orris, director of product management in the Varian subsidiary at
Irvine, Calif., sees the mini oem marketplace as "a knife battle" among
Varian, Digital Equipment Corp., and
the Data General Corp. The remaining

r~=~~~;~~;;;;~~;~~~;~----------l
Blazer Corporation
I
I 410 Paterson Plank Road
I East Rutherford, N.J. 07073
I
I _Please send me the facts about Blazer Computemp.
I
I _Please have your representative call.
I
I Name
Title
I
I Company
I
IL _
Address
Phone
I
____________________ ~ ________ J
I City
State
Zip
I
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Gould 4800
meets architects' demanding
requirements for hardcopy alphanumerics
and graphics.
A Boston-based architectural firm, specializing
in institutional projects, has made a high
speed interactive computer system an
integral part of their architectural design
process. And to take full advantage of this
capability, they use a Gould 4800
electrostatic printer to provide hardcopy
alphanumerics and graphics.
The Gould 4800 provides printout for feasibility
studies, area diagrams, alternate plans,·
perspectives, detail drawings, specifications
and managerial reports. Where a plotter would
take up to 30 minutes to produce a drawing,
the Gould 4800 delivers one in seconds.
And where a dry-silver photographic
process would produce muddy copies that
can't be traced or used directly, Gould
4800 copy is sharp, clean and fully
acceptable for client presentations.
The computer system, called the
ARK/TWO was developed by Perry,
Dean and Stewart Architects and Planners
and programmed by Design Systems, Inc.

April 1, 1971

It includes an Autrotrol digitizer, a DEC PDP
15/20 (16K), 500K Disk, two Computek CRT's
with a keyboard and tablet. Ultimately, it's felt
this advanced system will reduce the critical path
in large construction projects by 4 to 6 months.
All kinds of companies are using the
Gould 4800 to meet all kinds of hardcopy
requirements. This smooth, quiet unit
delivers up to 4800 lines per minute on an 8V2"
or 11" format. It has an optional character
generator. Software and interfaces for
major computers are available. And while the
Gould 4800 has relatively few moving parts
and little need for maintenance, there are
service facilities nationwide.
Find out what the Gould 4800 can do for you.
Give us a call. Or write: Graphics Division,
Gould Inc., 3631 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
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NEW
COLLINS
2400BPS
MODEMS
COMPARE
PRICES
Collins new TE-236 2400 bps data
modem is only $1750, lowest price
on the market for modems approaching Collins quality.

COMPARE
FEATURES
Fastest turnaround time

-10 ms.
Highest reliability20,000 hrs. MTBF.
Lowest error rate-

1 x 10.-6
Advanced MOS circuitry.
Integral test.
Single-board OEM version.
Worldwide service.
Call or write your Collins rep or
Collins Radio Company, Dept. 600,
Newport Beach, California 92663.
Phone: (714) 833-0600.

~

COLLINS

~
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two major manufacturers of minis Honeywell and Hewlett-Packard appear to be concentrating on the
systems and the end user markets
rather than the oem business.
Varian .remains very much in -the
mini oem marketplace and its new
low-cost 16-bit machine, the 620L, is
expected to enhance the company's
competitive position in that marketplace. Orris says that Varian Data
Machines is profitable and that he includes its mini operation in that assessment.
The new emphasis - and the
great future hope - at the Irvine plant
since George Vosatka took over as
president nearly a year-and-a-half
ago has been on the end user market.
"We've had four major software
developments accepted by our customers," says Orris, who pointed to
his firm's batch processing master
operating system and three compilers
- BASIC, FORTRAN IV, and RPG.
"And we're working on new software
all the time," he ~dds.
In addition to Varian's drive to attract end users more or less across
the board with broad spectrum software, the. firm has been staking out
what it calls "vertical markets," by designing special systems around Varian minicomputers. "One of the nice
things about vertical markets," says
Orris, "is that they're not discounted
markets. They're not so price sensi~\ tive."
\ Varian's first plunge into a vertical
'\ market is Varitext, a text editing sys, tem that competes with IBM's MT 1ST
system. Varian's system, which is
aimed at customers who produce
manuals, brochures, even magazines,
was designed for the production of
low-cost and high-volume cameraready pages. Varian has high hopes
for Varitext, although, since its marketing effort has just recently begun,
it is t60 soon to determine how the
system will do.
Varian's second effort will be in the
data communications. area, says Orris, pointing to the company's recent
introduction of its 620/f-DC Data
Communications System. The comprehensive system is essentially a
communications preprocessor relieving a large computer of collecting
some data. The system is quite likely
a harbinger of data communications
things to come from Varian.

~

"We want to develop an image in
data communications," says Orris.
The Varian executive indicated the
firm is developing additional systems
in other vertical markets, but he declined to reveal precisely what they
are.

L.A. Tries to Control
Shake, Rattle and Roll
As the earth continued its daily oscillations in the Southern California area
following the Feb. 9 initial jolt, a natural interest mounted in what's ~eing
done to keep buildings from falling
over (a late estimate of quake damage was over 60 lives lost and over $1
billion in structural damage), especially with the, advent of high-rise office
and apartment buildings in downtown
Los Angeles and outlying commercial
complexes.
One L.A. architectural firm, Albert
C. Martin and ASSOCiates, has developed a computer simulated earthquake vibration analysis program as
part of its seismic design studies for
various buildings now under construction, including the 52-story Atlantic
Richfield Plaza, across the street from
its own offices on the 20th floor of the
42-story Union Bank Building in Los
Angeles, which it also designed (only
plaster cracks appeared on the Martin
walls - foundation and structure of
both buildings held firm).
James Lord, the firm's prinCipal
systems engineer, heads the team
that devised the analysis system,
which employs an animation technique to graphically illustrate the dynamic behavior and characteristics of
a high-rise structure during an earthquake in a seven-minute, 16-mm film
that demonstrates the rather remarkable ductility and elasticity of steel.
Using a service bureau 131 K 1108
(connected by a UCC COPE .31 terminal) and software developed by the
company (and which is available to
other architectural firms), Lord's
group mathematically modeled a 52story, steel-framed tower and excited
it by several simulated earthquakes
ranging in magnitude from 4.5 through
8.5 on the Richter scale, plus a specific rerun of the EI Centro, Calif., 1940
quake that had 7.2 magnitude.
(Somewhat unsettling during an interview with Lord was his dry comment
that the L.A. quake of 6.5 was a "modDATRMATION

erate" temblor.) The input was applied along each of the major axes of
the building in turn. The computer then
generated a plot of the tower on mag
tape at a given point in time, which
was converted to frame by frame of
film at 1/ 40th-second intervals, portraying the sequence of combined
seismic response.
Althou.gh Lord contends that there
is no real physical limit to the height of
buildings in L.A. ("the higher it is, the
easier to control the variables"), he
stressed two factors in building design
that are not widely understood: the
wind dynamics problem (in some cities, such as Boston, the top stories' of
certain high rises sway as much as 15
feet and these, offices are becoming
difficult to .keep occupied), and the
fact that there is no such thing as
earthquake proof, only earthquake resistant. He is firmly committed to steel
construction (the firm was asked to
bid on an all concrete 50-story building in downtown L.A. but refused), because it is the most flexible material,
better able to return to original form
after the alteration of an earthquake
than any other. He is a strong believer
in the use of the computer in structural
design (there are 12 software people
in the Martin organization) and makes
his terminal available to other firms in
the downtown area for scientific use.
Only one thing. He still expects a
major Southern California earthquake
(7.5 would be 10 times greater than
Feb. 9, 8.5 would be 100 times greater) and deSigns with that in mind.
Please, Lord.

There Was No One There
to Hiss the Villain
They didn't wear black handle-bar
mustaches and they didn't leer but
there was rent that hadn't been paid
and they did foreclose - in this case
on assorted IBM peripheral gear
leased from IBM by CompuTerminal
Corp., San Francisco Service Bureau.
An IBM-hired truck pulled up to
CompuTerminal's facility on the
morning of Feb. 24th and truckers
removed the gear on which $20K
back rental was owed. But the story
isn't as sad as it might have been. Len
Palmer, president of CompuTerminal,
was ready. The company had been
given a Feb. 23 deadline by IBM, "to

pay up or else." At first, said Palmer,
"I didn't think they'd do it but as the
deadline approached and their attitude didn't change I became sure they
would."So Palmer, ten days before
the deadline, contracted with Datronic, a leasing company, to lease from
them equivalent peripherals (also
IBM). These were delivered and running the day before the foreclosure.
CompuTerminal, like many other
service bureaus, came upon bad

times last April and went into arrears
with many suppliers. Palmer says
things have picked up in the early
months of this year and they are beginning to clear up their delinquencies.
Their suppliers, he said, "with one notable exception," were most cooperative. The center operates a Burroughs
B5500 on which they were delinquent
to the tune of $80K. They're current
now and clearing up the back payments in installments. "Our landlord

THE
UNBUG
Documation exterminated the BUGS
before we brought our card readers
to the market place.
Expensive system downtime should
never be caused by BUGS in the card
reader. If the repairman runs your
card reader more than the operator,
it's time to talk to the CARD READER
PEOPLE. Everyone at Documation is a
card reader specialist; it's the only thing we
build. And we build them better than
anyone else.
Documation builds reliable, heavy-duty
card readers BUG-FREE. When you only
build card readers, it pays to build the best.
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computers
delivered
gently

NEVVS

When you ship computer hardware,
look for an experienced computer
mover like Data Transportation
Company, an agent of Burnham
Van Service, which helped pioneer
the nationwide moving of "electronics" and other high value
cargo. Data Transportation Company has air-ride vans with power
tailgates and the most advanced
tie-down systems. But more important Data Transportation Company
has the know-how to load, move, and unload your computer hardware
without damage. And the know-where to spot your shipment at all
times, day and night, from one end of the country to the other. Call
the man from Burnham Van when you're ready to ship. Call Data Transportation Company, Burnham
agent specializing in delivering
computers gently.

Da.a Transpor.a.ion COIlft·pany
64 Barnard Avenue / San Jose, California 95112/ Telephone (408) 294·3812
CI RCLE 33 ON READER CARD

Attention
ALL

EDP
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USERS & MANUFACTURERS

we~ve

got it!

Planning, production, development, assembly, marketing and
trading of all types of E. D. P. equipment.
Computer systems, components, spare - parts, supervision,
control, design, service and maintenance of all types.
International representation of companies and corporations
in the field of E. D. P. and peripheral equipment,
interfaces for computer-systems, design and development of
intermediate units.

I
liE
LTD.

INTERNATIONAL

PERIPHERAL

EQUIPMENT

TEL AVIV-ISRAEL
EI·AI building, 32 Ben Yehuda st., P. O. B. 26184
Tel. (03)·54987 Telex: 033·272, Cables: Inpereq
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was beautiful. He tore up our lease
and took a promissory note." Palmer
said he offered plans of settlement to
IBM similar to those offered his other
suppliers but the best they could do
was, "one half by the 23rd and the
balance in 90 days."
"I showed him (the IBM representative) our list of stockholders," said
Palmer, "thinking the fact there are
among them representatives of companies which are big IBM user.s might
have an affect. His response was: if
Thomas J. Watson's name was on
that list 1 couldn't change policy."
Palmer contends that service bureaus have long been considered
"second class" customers by IBM. He
said directors of the Association of
Data Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSO) currently are drafting
a letter to IBM to this effect in hopes
there will be policy changes.
"Even before unbundling we got no
attention," he said, "because service
bureau accounts were house accounts." Recently, he said, IBM
adopted a different commission structure for sales to service bureaus
which virtually revives this condition.
It has been reported, he said, that
since the recession hit, some 500K
points (a point is worth $1 in lease
revenue per month) worth of IBM
owned equipment has been reposse sed from service bureaus in the
New York area alone.
And what does he think IBM will do
to collect the $20K? "I don't know. I'm
going to wait and see but I'll bet we
have one of the very few full-blown
computer installations in this country
which doesn't mean one penny in
monthly revenue to IBM."

NEVVS BRIEFS
Kelly Comes Through
Scientific Control Corp., Dallas, has a
new majority stockholder and better
prospects for the future than it has
had in more than a year.
Richard Kelly, a man described by
his attorney as "an entrepreneur and
investor . . . a man who likes to buy
ailing companies and turn them
around," last month completed something he'd been trying to accomplish
since early last fall. He purchased the
50.9% interest in the troubled firm
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held by. Penn Central affiliate, Great
Southwest Corp. Purchase price was
not disclosed but Kelly last fall had
agreed to pay $250K for the GSC
shares and the current deal involved a
$100K payoff to Harris-Intertype to
whom the stock had been pledged as
collateral on a loan, so the priceprobably falls between those two figures.
Having completed the purchase,
Mr. Kelly was, at this writing, attempting to raise the working capital needed to revitalize the company which
has been operating for months with a
skeleton staff in "a holding pattern."
Maybe he can do it.

New to Banking
Source data acquisition, once an almost exclusive tool of sophisticated,
defense-oriented industries, is moving
into the business world. Data Pathing,
Inc., a major source data acquisition
system supplier, has installed what it
calls the first such system in banking ..
First National City Bank of New York
has taken a system it will use to isolate operation costs in nopes of reducing overhead. DPI, which has 65 installations to its credit, said "more and
more" of its systems are doing to nondefense oriented customers. The firm
said average order size, about $500K,
is back to pre recession levels.

Treble Damage Suit
Arcata Communications, Inc., filed a
treble damage antitrust suit in Miami
Federal District Court against South"ern Bell and AT&T charging the two
carriers, "deliberately damaged and
sabotaged Arcata terminal installations."
It accuses Southern Bell salesmen
of trying to win orders from Arcata
customers by making false statements about Arcata terminals and
contends access arrangements required by Bell are unnecessary. Arcata's attorney, Thomas DeWolf, said
Bell has "shorted out" Arcata terminals by making wiring changes inside
switching centers linked to them. The
suit asks for $10 million in punitive
damages plus three times whatever
actual damages are allowed by the
court.

Software Firm Expands
One of the few program package software firms on the upgrade after trim-
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ming "uneconomical functions" during the current recession is National
Computing Industries, San Francisco,
which recently transferred headquarters there from Phoenix and named
Frank Beck as chief executive officer.
A subsidiary of Continental Telephone, NCI expects to show a profit
for the first quarter of '71 on sales of
. its Work 10, a file management package, and RSVP, an information retrieval product, and is adding people and
marketing outlets, the latest in Mexico
City.
.

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
Puzzle
or
Profit
Opportunity?

SHORTLINES
Computer modeling has become an
important part of the world of finance.
TRW's Systems Application Center
will develop a model for the Federal
Reserve Board that will simulate
FRB's national payments system ...
Chase Manhattan Bank formed a new
subsidiary, Chase Econometric Associates, Inc., to market an econometric model of the U.S. economy, to develop additional econometric models
of industries and individual companies, and to provide an economic data
base on a time-sharing basis through
Rapidata, Inc., New York City ... In
the name change field: Logitron, acquired late last year by The Bendix
Corp., is now Interactive Terminals
Corp. Analog Digital Systems, Inc.,
Palatine, ilL, became Anixter Data
Systems ... Philco-Ford's Microelectronics Division pulled out of the shaky
semiconductor business ... Control
Data's Cybernet moved into Canada
with opening of the first Canadian
public Cybernet terminai in Calgary,
Alberta ... Computer Utilities of MidAmerica, Inc., a licensee of Western
Union Computer Utilities, Inc., expanded its geographic coverage with
opening of new centers in Omaha,
Neb., and Bloomington, Minn .... And
in training: Edutronics Systems International, Inc., has made available an
"Essentials of Fortran" film course it
says will prepare trainees to do productive work "immediately." Computer Innovations, Chicago, is offering
what it calls "the busy man's APL
training program," a quick course taking three hours per week for three
•
weeks.

Putting together a data communications
network can be like working a jigsaw
puzzle-and there's no guarantee that
the pieces will fit. One wrong decision
can cost plenty.
AUERBACH Data Communications
Reports provides in-depth coverage
that no periodical or hardbound text
can begin to offer. And AUERBACH's
large staff keeps you posted on all new
developments with bi-monthly up-dates
to this 3 volume reference service.
Comprehensive coverage of:
• Systems Design
• Terminal Equipment
• Common-Carrier
Facilities

• Facsimile Equipment
• Processing Equipment
• Equipment Comparison Charts

AUERBACH Info, Inc.
121 North Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

First with the last
word on computers

Please send further information on

D
D

AUERBACH Data Communications
Reports.
The complete AUERBACH computer
technology library.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CO MPANY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY_ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP _ _
PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Affiliated with Auerbach Associates, Inc., consultants
in information and management sciences
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The new Chain Prinler
IroRlNDS
closes the gap between low-cost!
low- speed character printers and
high-costt high-speed line printers.
MDS chain printers are
available in three configurations
and all configurations are
available with several options.
4330 - Complete buffered line
printer with power supply,
power electronics, logic control
circuitry, and interface for external
equipment.
4331 - A free standing printer
console containing print mecha1 nism with power electronics
and power supply.
4333 - Print mechanism with
power electronics for ribbon,
paper feed, and print hammers.
For further information see
your MDS representative.
OEM Marketing

r-Yl0

·LUJ&

In Great Britain:
MDS-Data Processing Ltd.
OEM Marketing
50 Vauxhall Bridge Road
London SW I
Phono: 01-87.817.88

S4

In Germany:
MDS Deutschland GmbH
OEM Marketing
190. WeinsbergslraBe
D 5000 K61n 30
Phone: 523071. Telex: 8881969
Cable Address: Datarec K61n

In France and Belgium:
MDS-France S.A.
OEM Marketing
90. Avenue des Champs Elysees
75-Paris 8e
Phone: 225-5710. Telex: 29516
CIRCLE 23 ON READER CARD

In the Netherlands and Europe:
MDS Nederland N.V.
OEM Marketing
199. Van Leijenberghlaan. Postbus 7263
Amsierdam-Builenvelderl.
Phone: 441333. Telex: 14392
Cable Address: Mohawk Amsierdam
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Input Preparation
Some industry experts estimate that
it costs 10¢ to keypunch and verify
each ca.rd that goes into a computer,
after paying rental on the equipment, salaries, and other associated
costs. The attempts that have been
made to reduce the $5 billion annual
bill for input preparation have usually been expensive replacements
themselves, and/or involved a complete changeover to a diff~rent
methodology to effect unspectacular
cost savings.
The Verimatic 70 may change all
of that-and might be as common in
an edp installation in a few years as
the keypunch has been in the past.
The unit con:.;ists of a card reader,
output printer, and computer logic

PRODUCT
SPOTLIGHT
circuitry. It processes keypunched
cards at the rate of 18,000 cards per
hour, surely equal or exceeding the
performance of quite a few verifiers
on an eight hour shift. the Verimatic
is programmed by keypunch personnel using a standard 80-column card.
The unit then starts reading the
cards, checking for improper punch
formats,
improper
duplications,
range check errors, and validity
errors. Additionally, the unit can obviate the edit pass runs so common in
edp shops, because it can also list
and total multiple fields accepting
positive and negative entries, verify
check-digits and zero-balance, operating with both base and alternate

programs, identify transaction-code
errors, and store characters in a data
table for matching with punched
data to indicate errors when illegal
information is entered.
Verimatic 70 is also a keeper of
keypunch operator performance statistics, providing complete departmental perfonnance by individual
operator, showing the number of
cards processed, the number of error
cards, and the number of total error
keystrokes. Output from the system is
a listing identifying amI isolating the
error and providing a diagnostic message to facilitate error correction.
An instal1ation might use the Verimatic in four ways (that we can

think of-there are probably others) :
as a straight verifier, eliminating key
verification; as a pre-verification editor, allowing most errors to be caught
and corrected immediately by the
same operator who made them; as a
post-verification editor to verify the
verifiers, and as a precomputer
editor. And the price is only $19,980.
The unit can also be rented for $495/
month excluding maintenance. At
that price the instal1ation could afford to re-verify al1 their keypunching
and still keep the girls around. Delivery is 90 days ARO. PERIPHERAL
SCIENCES, INC., Norristown, Pa.
For information:

MTU

ing circuitry, and are plug-for-plug
and pin-for-pin compatible with their
major competitors' ( PEe, Ampex,
and \Vang Computer Products)
comparable units. Prices start at

Non-Impact Printer

This firm has built primarily test
equipment in the past, and the Series
7/9 of IBM-compatible tape units is
their first tape drive. A 12~f ips
design, various density and track
combinatiollS allow 10 models to be
offered. The standard 200, 556, and
800 bpi are oHered for the 7 -track
models (choice of any two) with
either single- or dual-gap heads, all
of which an' :-..:nZI models. The 9track ullits also have combinations of
single- or dllal-gap heads, and either
800 bpi :-\I\ZI or 1600 bpi phase encoding recording modes. Rewind
speed for all models is 125 ips, and
the reel siz(' can go up to seven
inches. The IIl1its also have built-in
tape cleallers alld electronic deskew.,.

April 1, 1971

$2150 for orders of LOO, and the
price includes a cabinet. WILLARD
LABORATORIES, INC., Los Angeles, Calif. For information:
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The Model 720 is a Teletype-compatible alphanumeric tenninal that
can be operated either portably or as
a desktop unit, with a built-in acoustic coupler or hardwire coupler. It
operates at switched speeds of 10,
15, and 30 cps using a non-impact
thermal print head for nearly silent
operation. The 720 prints 80 characters per line and utilizes 320 feet of
paper. A receive-only version, the
721, is designed to interface with
crts. An accessory paper tape punch
and reader operates at up to 30 cps.
Th~ price is $3395 and delivery is
from stock. DATA ACCESS SYSTEMS, INC., N.J. For information:
CIRCLE 375 ON READER CARD
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Supermodem
It is difficult to call the PIx-600 a
modem, because such expensive
things as communications controllers
and special communications software
can be eliminated through the use
of the Parallel Interface Extender
Ipodem. It's similar to the vendor's
MARQ-48 (Nov. 15, '70, p. 157) in
that it's a 4800 baud modem. But the

CRT Terminal
The model 7700 crt display terminal
is not the first unit of this type to be
manufactured by this vendor, but it
is the first unit to carry their banner
into this highly competitive commercial market. The unit consists
basically of the 12-inch diagonal
monitor, a set of 64 ASCII characters,
editing features, character generator,
refresh memory, and interfacing.
Characters appear in dot matrix displays of 25 lines of 40 characters
(1,000) or 25 lines of 80 characters.
The screen is refreshed from Mas
shift register memory at 60Hz. Op-

PIX sports an 8-bit parallel interface
for direct plug-in to a computer II a
channel. Thus, remote peripherals
and processors appear to the computer as local peripherals, eliminating a lot of costly communications
wrinkles. And the price is only about
$6K.
The first model, available this
month, is a generalized version with
an interface board that must be modi-

fied to fit the particular computer II a
channel for which it is ordered. Standardized versions with pre-wired
boards will be provided later, according to demand. The modification is at
extra cost if. performed by the ven-,
dor. PARADYNE CORP., Clearwater, Fla. For information:

tions to the 7700 include another 32
characters, selective blinking,. and
polling for multiple sets. Cursor con-

Rs-232 for either synchronous ( optional) operation up to 9,600 baud,
or asynchronous operation up to
1,800 baud in half or full-duplex
mode. Other optional configurations
permit serial transmission up to 120,000 baud or parallel transfer rates of
15,750 characters per second. Prices
start at approximately $3200 for end
user versions, with the 1,000 character models ready now, and the
2,000 character version scheduled for
next month. LEAR SIEGLER, INC.,
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION DIV., Anaheim, Calif. For information:

trol and editing functions also comprise the 7700. The interfacing is EIA
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Translation is an integral part of communication ... in the lofty
atmosphere of the U.N., between Mother and her generationgapped teenager or, in our case, with COM PUTERTALK' S Model
CT-812X Translator designed to reduce time spent in communicating between home office and plant, warehouse and point-ofsale or, in any situations where accuracy and speed in
transmitting information are of vital importance.
COMPUTERTALK Translators are transceivers developed to
effect efficient communications between incompatible codes
such as telegraph, punched paper tape and punched card, enabling card data to be put directly on-line without intermediate
tape conversion.
Punched cards can be read by a key punch in the Home
Office and produce punched cards at branch offices and vice
versa, allowing total integration of distant offices into
your EDP system.
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Touch·Tone

• -t
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CT·85·X

CT·58T

COMPUTERTALK Solid State Translators are-self-contained,
contain options for flexible programming and system formatting,
receive and transmit on-line, and can be adapted for any 5 or 8
level code and are compatible with EIA standards and Bell
System 100 Series Data-Phone Sets.
And, that's what the COMPUTERTALK Model CT-812X Solid
State, low-cost Translator is all about.
Other Translators are available to meet your specific requirements, such as translating parallel to serial codes, serial to
serial, etc. Hollerith, Ascii, Baudot,BCD, 2-out of-S Touch Tone
Code and at the code level required.
Contact Vincent A. Littlefield, Director of Marketing, for more
information about the Model CT-S12X and other fine products
from COMPUTERTALK which can assist you in streamlining
your company's EDP system.

L[]~PUTEHTflU, ~~o~!~~~~
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cut forms.
Options include addressable tabulation to any given position, vertical
tabulation, the ability to operate
each side of a split platen independently, and ledger card insertion devices. The terminal is priced at
$2960 in single quantity, or oem's
can buy the components separately.
I/O DEVICES, INC., Montville,
New Jersey. For information:

Teleprinter
The model 100 serial impact printer
can be used as a data terminal, communications printer, text editing
typewriter, or maybe in other applications as well. Its print speed,
using an interchangeable print wheel
containing 96 ASCII characters,
ranges from 30-50 cps across 80-256
positions. Tab speeds in either direction are 35 ips across up to six copies
of journal roll, continuous forms, or

Minicomputer
Not long ago minicomputers with little or no memory (just the cpu) were
selling for around $10K. But during
the last year the price 'of memory
storage has dropped dramatically, as
evidenced by the model 620/1 being
priced at $5400 with 4K of" 16-bit
core words. In all other ~ategories,
the 620/1 is a 620/i (1.8 us'ec cycle
time for up to 32K of memory) . Each
4K chunk added' to the 620/1 costs
$2300. The 1 designation stands for
low cost. All the software packages

CIRCLE 368 ON READER CARD

developed over the years can be run
on the /1, and so can all the standard
assortment of peripherals. Deliveries
begin in June for the 620/1. VARIAN
DATA MACHINES, Irvine, Calif.
For information:
CIRCLE 363 ON READER CARD

Tape Drive
The model 8197 tape unit'is a readonly unit for off-line reading operations. IBM-compatible tape, written
in 9-track 800/1600 bpi formats, or

200, 556, and 800 bpi 7 -channel tape
is read asynchronously at speeds up
to 45 ips. The densities are switch
selectable, with dual operation for
identical data rates, an option offered
with 1600 bpi operation. Delivery is
45-60 days ARO for the 8197, which
is priced at $6640 in orders of 100.
The rewind speed is 150 ips. KENNEDY CO., Pasadena, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 361 ON READER CARD
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'A THOUSAND
MILLIONAIRES
H. levin, MBA, Personnel Management,
Member of ACM and
DPMA

EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
for PROGRAMMERS & ANALYSTS
N.Y./N.J./PENNA.
RSVP will provide employment counsel·
ling, develop and circulate your resume,
at no cost to you. Call or send resume
or rough notes of objective, salary, 10·
cation restrictions, education and experience to either of our offices:
• HOWARD LEVIN, Director
RSVP Services, Dept. M
'Suite 714
One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
(609) 667-4488
• CHARLIE COOKE, Manager
RSVP Services, Dept. M
Suite 104, Towle Bldg.
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna. 19422
(215) 643·5550

RSVP SERVICES
employment agency
for computer professionals

Men made iron and steel for many years. Yet it remained to the
latter half of the nineteenth century to revolutionize the in.
dustry and to give growth and multiplication to a thousand
millionaires.
Men "in steel" while this magic change was in progress,
made fortunes, literally "in a night." Its history has proven a
romance of industry.
So has the computer and electronic fields, wh ich, aided by
the population explosion, each year produces thousands of
millionaires.
And now the situation is about to be duplicated - not in
steel or in computers or electronics - but in another great
industry that stands in the same position that steel and the
other fortune-makers stood at one time.
It is ripe for revolution - and revolution is upon it - it also
will make a thousand millionaires or more. The solid, unshakable foundations are being laid now. Today it presents one of
the most promising business opportunities it is possible to
conceive.
The conditions governing it are extraordinary - unique its promise is spectacular - it will not alone duplicate, but
exceed the marvelous record of steel and even electronics.
Would you like to know more about it? You can share in the
rewards. We've prepared a handsome booklet, New Roads to
Opportunity and Wealth, for limited distribution among ambitious men interested in the FACTS. If you'd like a copy MAILED
to you, without expense or obligation, your request by letter,
card or phone will be honored.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
W.L.S. INC..
Box 22125,
Denver, Colorado 80222
Please rush me my free copy of your
valuable 65-page booklet-New Roads
to Opportunity and Wealth.
Name ..•...•••.•.••......•.......•.
Tele .•.•.•.•.•...•.•.............•.
Address....•.......•...............
City ••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••
State •••••••••••••••• Zip •••••••.••.
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We've lDade it child'S play
to put together your OWD
prlDt-out storage systelD.

A storage system so simple, so
flexible, you can slip it together,
stack it, expand it, connect and
interconnect its rugged, lightweight modular units with all·
the ease and freedom of a kid's
Tinker Toy*.
That's what makes the new
National Data Reference Control System the most versatile,
economical print-out storage
and referral system you can
buy. Now, withfive new storage
and connector units designed

J.

NAT~NAL

I

to give you an infinite variety of
expansion and control possibilities, you can custom design a
system that meets your exact
requirements - from a single
floor station to a complete,
multi-module department.
Remember, too ... only National offers you a total housing
system including data binders
and hanging devices, plus a .
complete selection of floor and
desk-top referral and retention
units. Find out now how easy it

is to make a National hero out
of yourself when it comesto
planning an EDP storage sys~
tem. Mail the coupon for our
. new brochure.
National BlankBook Company, Inc.
Dept. D, Holyoke, Mass. 01040
Nam""'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Titl:t!-"~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--;-

COmpany_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street"-_ _ _~_ _ _ __
City

Stat"

Zip-

- - ___________ _

NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY, INC.
A Subsidiary of Dennison Manufacturing Company

.. . HARD\NARE
OCR Computer System

EXCLUSIVEI
The unique personal and confidential relation·
ship we establish with you and our clients
permits us to offer you outstanding job oppor·
tunlties, many not found anywhere else. If your
potential or abilities are above average and you
are looking for a challenge, our unique service
provides 49 state and International coverage.

OUR CURRENT TOP 4 NEEDS:
1. URBAN, EDUCATIONAL,
PUBLIC SYSTEMS
2. HARDWARE DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT
3. SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS
in OS/360 or small computers

4. MARKETING/SALES
• Management/Computer Consulting
• O.R. Management Sciences
• File Management
• Management Information Systems
• Systems Planning/Development
• Business Systems, Programming
• BAL or PLl Programmers
• Scientific. Computation
• Logic/Digital/Circuit Design
• Software/Applications Packages
SALARIES $10,000·$35,000
Our clients assume all expenses

Call or write in full confidence to
Joseph Albert 201/622-0915
786 Broad Street. Newark. N.J. 07102
5710 West Manchester Boulevard.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
Corporate Headquarters, Santa Fe. N.M.
Indicate salary and geographic requirements

Any business maintaining a very
large number of records, such as oil
companies, stock exchanges, etc.,
might find the Craphix I Optical
Character Reader-based computer
system the solution to their processing problems. A Digital Equipment
Corp. PDP-IO (having roughly the
power of a 360/50) is the "controller" of Crap)1ix I, but there are
other processors, too, allowing the
system to scan and process incoming
16 or 35mm microfilm, output onto
microfilm, and have enough computing power left over to act as a largescale time-sharing system, all simultaneously.
The PDP-IO sets up the scanner,
telling it where to scan on the incoming microfilm, how to scan, and
where to store the information in
memory and then lets the scanner
proceed, leaving the PDP-IO available
for other duties. Frames are advanced in as little as 10 msec through
the asynchronous system. Depending
upon the quality of the input,
Craphix I can read over 2000 char9-cters per second. When film quality
starts to deteriorate, the controller .instructs another hardware box
called the Binary Image Processor to
increase the amount of image enhancement. Numerous little proprietai'y "tricks" are used to deal with
problem characters, including correlation of images at 9 relative offsets,
masking, etc. When a character cannot be identified, it is displayed on a
crt for an operator to make the final
judgment. Up to six crts can be
attached and a special controller is
supplied here for handling the crts
without using mainframe cycles. This
should drop the error rate to near
zero.
The only fonl Craphix I cannot
deal with is Chinese ideograms. All
others, including handwriting, are
allowed with new fonts being
"learned" in about one minute. Peripherals offered with Craphix I in. clude tape drives, discs, line printers,
and unit record equipment. Craphix I
is supplied with all the necessary
packages for operation, including assemblers, loaders, monitors, Ilo rou·
tines, FORTRAN IV and COBOL compilers, and others. Prices start at $1.2
million. INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL INC., Los Angeles,
.Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 371 ON READER CARD
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New-and
botbfree.

The 1971
Source EDP Computer
Salary SLirvey and
Career Planning Guide:
comprehensive analyses by industry and position; strategy and timing in career development; latest
nationwide salary figures at all
computer professional levels.

Career Comment:
a continuing line on trends and
events that affect the "people"
side of the computer field .
Both yours from Source EDP, the
largest recruiting firm speCializing
solely in the computer field. For
your free copies, write the nearest
Source EDP office. Or circle the
reader inquiry card.
ATLANTA-William G. Barnett, 11 Corporate Square 30329,
(404) 634·5127
CHICAGO- Thomas D. Walsh, 100 S. Wacker Drive 60606,
(312) 782·0857 and 903 Commerce Drive,
Oak Brook, III. 60521, (312) 323·8980
DALLAS- Paul E. Dittmer, 7701 Stemmons Freeway 75247,
(214) 638-4080
DETROIT- Robert T. Stevens, 24500 Northwestern Highway,
. Southfield, Mich. 48075, (313) 352-6520
GREENWICH, CONN.-Edward J. Golden, 9 Benedict Place
06830, (203) 661·3344
LOS ANGELES-Wayne B. Emigh, Suite 1404,
3550 Wilshire Blvd. 90010, (213) 386-5500
MINNEAPOLIS-Fred N. Anderson, 801 Nicollet Mall 55402,
(612) 332-8735
NEW YORK-Charles T. Stern, 1414 Avenue of the Americas
10019, (212) 752-8260
PALO ALTO-Gordon F. Best, 525 University Ave. 94301,
(415) 328-7155
PHILADELPHIA-George P. Ramming, 1700 Market Street
19103, (215) 665·1717
ST. LOUIS-Robert H. Trumbull, Suite 207, 130 S. Bemiston,
Clayton, Mo. 63105, (314) 862·3800
SAN FRANCISCO-Richard M. Clark, III Pine Street 94111,
(415) 434·2410
UNION, N.J.-Daniel A. Mickel, 2204 MorriS Ave. 07083,
(201) 687-8700

Affiliates in the Un'ited Kingdom.
Client companies assume our charges.

source<)'d P

Member ACMj Career Consultants In the EDP Field
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retrieval package features free-form
English query statements which get
5-15 second response depending on
the character of the query rather
than the file size. There is no report
generator so the response-management, operations or technical information-comes out. pretty much as it
went in. However, the inquirer can
indicate a sequence for fields.
Another Qwik-Trieve feature is its
ability to combine record segments
for more efficient use of storage and
to make immediate use of storage

once it is emptied. The 70/46 QwikTrieve system has a purchase price of
$30K which includes installation and
one vear of maintenance. Lease
terms -also are available. The B6500
package will be available in late
summer and the PDP-l0 version will
be ready in October. WESTINGHOUSE TELE-COMPUTER SySTEMS CORP., Pittsburgh, Pa. For
infOlmation:

raw materials in intermediate products. The second portion of the package prepares data on material and
manufacturing requirements for the
various levels of production, based on
production requests for each product. It also consolidates this data to
report gross requirements of materials and intermediate products for a
given production cycle and to provide a history of usage. PROF ACTS is
designed for use with the DOS operating system on a 64K mod 30 360 or

larger with four tape drives and two
disc drives. A source deck of the program and five days of education and
implementation are provided for
$7800. One and two year full payout
leases also are available. System upda tes are provided free for one year
or the life of the lease contract.
FORTEX DATA CORP., Chicago,
Ill.·For information:

Two versions of this ASCII FORTRAN IV
compiler are available to HP users.
The first compiles in an 8K DOS-M
system or in a 16K DOS or RTE system,
and the other, a more powerful package, requires a 16K DOS-M or DOS
system or a 24K RTE system. The
compiler is compatible with HP
FORTRAN II compilers and will com-

pile programs written in that
FORTRAN without modification. Additionally, object programs constructed
by the compiler can be loaded and
executed by any HP computer system
having at least 8K of memory and a
teleprinter appended. Error diagnostics also are included in the
package. Object programs can be
punched on paper tape or written to
a disc for immediate loading and ex-

ecution, or both. Output also can be
in the form of source listings, object
code listings, or again both. A symbol
table listing for each main and subprogram also can be produced. Binary paper tapes cost $55 and binary
and source paper tapes, with listings and documentation cost $540.
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo
Alto, Calif. For information:

Graphics Design

CobollBal Debugging

Cross Assembler

An interactive graphics design system tha t has been in use for five years
by a firm manufacturing fighter
planes is now available for sale or as
a service. The package is modular
and will be tailored to the specific
needs of manufacturers. Minimum
hardware required is a 360/50 with
512K core and 2250 crt terminals.
The basic system containing all essential program modules is $120K for
an irrevocable license, with monthly
maintenance at $4500. Prices of additional modules are negotiable. As a
service, the system runs on a 360/75
with 1024K main storage plus 1024K
large core storage. McDONNELL
DOUGLAS AUTOMATION CO.,
St. Louis, ~v[o. For information:

PAID (Programmer's Aid in Debugging) is a 2K BAL package that can
be used on IBM 360 systems using
DOS for checking out COBOL and BAL
programs. The product of a two-man
firm, it is said to have the ability to
detect, validate, and print out program errors without interrupting the
processing of data exceptions, and
also to make use of external interrupts to produce snapshots of core
and patching. PAID is available on a
30-day free trial. 1'11(· pmcllase price
of $350 includes the ohject program
and operation manual. MPIRS ASSOCIATES, INC., New York, N.Y.
For information:

Three software packages allow the
assembly of programs for Nova minicomputers on· the IBM 360/370,
Univac 1108, and CDC 6600. Each
assembler is written in FORTRAN IV
and is compatible with the Nova Extended Assembler (relocatable), it is
said. The source programs are distributed 011 IBM compatible magnetic
tape, and accompany a 50'-page instruction manual. The price of $45 is
meant to cover the cost of preparing
and providing the tape, plus the
manual; it's not unbundling. DATA
GENERAL
CORP.,
Southboro,
Mass. For information:

Information Management
Qwik-Trieve, as the name implies,
retrieves data. It also facilitates data
storage and handles both functions
for up to 250 million bytes of disc
resident data in time-shared, batch,
and in teractive systems. The package
was developed for commercial timesharing, specifically Spectra 70/46,
and has been operational on a 192K
70/46 system for the past year. Similar packages are being prepared for
the PDP-l0 and B6500. The storage/

Cost Accounting
PROF ACTS (Production Formulation
Accounting and Cost System) is a
COBOL package that provides data for
analysis of production costs. It is divided into a maintenance and a production cycle. The first maintains
data on current cost for raw materials, labor, and overhead, and can
generate this data for each finished
and intermediate product. It monitors cost fluctuations and the use of

Fortran IV Compiler
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Your mini-computer is only as fast as your printer.

1el~typewriter

1second
print-out.

WI TH A MI Nt -COM

Our1second
print-out.
THE SEARCH FOR A HIGH SPEED AND LOH COST LINE
PRINTER FOR THE MINI COMPUTER HAS ENDED HITH THE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF A. B. DICK COMPANY~S VIDEOJET 960
PRINTER .. PREcrous COMPUTER TIME NEED NO LONGER BE
HASTED HHILE HALTING FOR PROGRAM LISTINGS OR
REPORTS TO BE

The A. B. Dick Videojet@ prints up to
250 characters a second. And it does
it whisper-quietly at almost 25 times
the speed of conventional teletypewriters. Yet Videojet still prints a full
computer-width line on ordinary untreated paper. All for less than $7,000.
Or, you can lease.
Videojet plugs right into your minicomputer system with either a parallel interface through an I/O channel
or a serial buffered interface that
makes the printer look like an RO teletypewriter. And A. B. Dick's national
service organization assures you
imlnediate servicing.
66
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-For more information on the Videojet Printer,
send this coupon to A. B. Dick Company,
5700 Touhy Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60648.

TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

"A. B. Dick" and "Videoiet"
are registered trademarks of
A. B. Dick Company.
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Fortran Efficiency
Tuner) is a
program which analyzes
each statement of a FORTHAN program, tallies up the number of machine cycles expended to execute the
statement, and lists the results along
with the original source code. This
listing can then be used to locate
FOHTUNE

• (FOHTRAN

FOHTHAN IV

Investment Evaluation
Information for judging potential income property investments is supplied by PHOPVAL running on Univac
1108s. The 20K FOHTHAN program
analyzes the yearly tax, cash income,
equity, and appreciation expected
from a particular investment situation and then calculates the return on
invested money. User infOlmation is
supplied in various levels of detail
enabling quick look and in depth
analyses to be performed. The
PHOPVAL program can handle syndictations on a per-share basis, various loan schedules, depreciation
methods, and provides for yearly

(0) @@@[Q)

(Q)

those statements which use the
greatest amount of computer time
and thus should, if possible, be optimized. Tables of instruction execution times of most of the .360 line are
available currently and the vendor
can supply FOHTUNE for any
FOHTHAl\' machine in two or three
weeks, it is claimed. The mailout
package can get by with as little as

8K bytes Oil a :360, but .'32K is a lot
more comfortahle. The package, illcluding an object deck and operation
manuals, is priced at 82490, or 'can
be rented for $99/month 011 a,
minimum one-year contract. COJ\lPUTER PERFOR~IANCE
SYSTEJ\lS, INC., Santa Clara, Calif. For
information:

changes in economy related parameters. PHOPVAL is available as a service, on a lease basis, or can be purchased for $.3K. COJ\lPUTER INVESTMENT SERVICES, Hermosa
Beach, Calif. For information:

quired. It runs in a fCHeground partition of less than 10K and requires
MPS, but with little operator intervention, according to the vendor.
Provisions for running special
forms and spooling interrupt for online printing are included, and multistacking of jobs on the disc is possible. Blank characters are compressed out of all unit record disc
files to minimize storage. The purchase price of $6900 includes documentation and about two man-days
of installation and training. A rental
plan is available. COJ\IPUTER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, Atbnta,
Ga. For information:
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DOS Automatic Spooling

A DOS system provides automatic
spooling of data from card reader to
disc and from disc to line printer and
card punch for the System/360
Model 25 and up. No modifications
of applications programs are re-

[F3~~~@~~

'1ou'll rtJani dO Order This fleference Now!
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You say your line printer is running
at half its rated speed? And you've been told
the problem is your "2400 bps line." The
problem, sir-plain and simple-instead lies
with the ordinary dial-up modem you're using.

and powerful error control* enable the Paradyne BISYNC-48 to achieve a 4800 bps effective throughput on dial-up lines. All for
no more than ordinary modems which merely
modulate and demodulate.

The cure? The Paradyne BISYNC-48
modem. A unique 4800 bps dial-up modem
that, through unprecedented high speed modem technology, provides an effective throughput on the dial-up net of two to four times
what you're now getting from your 201.

There's no longer any reason to let
your 360 RJE terminals work at less than
optimum capacity.

With the BISYNC-48 your line costs
will be drastically reduced ... you'll realize
substantial savings in the front-end controller
... you'll have improved data integrity and
reduced communications cost in your CPU
... and your high speed terminals can operate
at full capacity on the dial-up network.

:::continuous transmission ARQ using a simultaneous ACKI
NAK "reverse channel" which eliminates line turnaround.

Such innovative features as a 5112
bps bit rate, automatic adaptive equalization,

Paradyne Corporation • P.O. Box 5144 • 2040 Calumet Street • Clearwater, Florida 33518 • 813/442-5126
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THE FURTHER PERILS
OF ICL IN COMPETITION

ROLLS FALLOUT
HITS SERVICE FIRM

Restrictions on the purchase of foreign computers by
British government departments are being lifted. They
have been in force for six years and give local
manufacturers a 25% price advantage against competitors.
In effect this has meant a discrimination in favour of
local manufacturer ICL since the industry was merged
into one big mainframe maker. The change of policy
was stated to a parliamentary committee of inquiry
looking into the state of the computer industry. A
senior minister, Sir John Eden, from the Department
of Trade and Industry, made it clear that the reason
for abolition of price-preference was to encourage
investment in manufacturing in UK. This is a
traditional approach by Conservative administrations.
The last time they were in office, Conservatives were
responsible largely for helping Honeywell extend its
production in the UK to cover computers. Now, with a
devoutly right wing and free enterprise government
even by Conservative standards again in power, Univac
seems to have been persuaded of the merits of going
into production.
Hanufacturing is to open in Scotland, which is an
area that traditionally offers development grants to
entice industry. Modifications are also to be made
to the one-tender practice in which ICL has sometimes
been the only maker asked to give a nominal quotation
for a particular government installation. The argument
over the buy-British policy has been skillfully evaded
by those responsible, but it was brought into the open
last year at the start of the computer inquiry when
IBM lodged complaints in evidence.
In spite of the changes over procurement policy,
the direct support to ICL through development grants
started by the last government is going to be honoured
by the new administration. But the future for ICL will
probably hinge on raising larger investment capital than
available from this source when plans are laid for their
next series, which is well overdue.
However, specifications are understood now to be
frozen on a new range. After much debate, the idea
of opting for the basic language or code-word machine
of John Illife has not been adopted. The next ICL
machine was at least expected to provide the options
of six or eight characters to a byte on a four-byte
word.
In practice, the new design apparently shows little
in the way of adventure but concentrates on development
of well-founded techniques-for memory tagging three-way
access to memory.
Financial hardship faces Systems International, the
big European service company set up with Rolls Royce
money last year. At pres2nt the management is looking
for a financier to take over the Rolls Royce stake in
the business. The company opened a $2.5 million hq in
the UK last year and installed an IBM 360/65 and ICL
1904A worth about $10 million, together with peripherals.

WE NEED
SYSTEMS EN&INEERS
Washington, D.C.

Boston, Mass .

COMMAND & CONTROL To support the development of the National Military Command System,
the World-Wide Military Command System, Safeguard System and other command, control, communications, and information systems, MITRE's
Washington Operations has immediate openings
for communications engineers and specialists in
software sciences, computer networking, and data
management systems. Appropriate background
should include design and development of large
software systems, hardware/software integration
or state-of-the-art studies. Degree required in electrical engineering, computer science, or related
disciplines. Advanced degree desirable.
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS To support the development of electronic intelligence systems,
Washington Operations has openings for engineers with experience in electromagnetic propagation, antenna design, receiver system design,
signal processing, and system simulation. A degree in electrical engineering or related disciplines is required.

. INFORMATION PROCESSING Experienced engineers who can define and evaluate information
processing problems and determine solutions related to command and management systems are
needed now. A background in data management
systems and related software sciences including
requirements analysis, systems design and development or state-of-the-art studies in related areas
is required. Engineers with "hands-on" experience
in using mini computers and an interest in computer networks are needed for several other immediate openings. In these positions, you'll be using
mini computers to interface dissimilar hardware
and software components, extending the capabilities of an existing computer network and using
these systems to provide network control functions
in a distributed information processing network.

AIR TRANSPORTATION MITRE's Washington
Operations also has openings for ATC System Engineers, ATC System R&D Planning, Airport Planning, and Analysis and Radar Communication,
Navigation System Specialists.

COMMUNICATIONS Experienced engineers to
work on conceptual design, planning, technical
direction, testing and the evaluation of major communications systems. Current activities include
modern tactical communications systems; highspeed data processing, transmission and display,
including computer-to-computer communications
and imagery transmission. Also, unified communications, navigation and identification systems for
aircraft; automatic switching and network control;
radio propagation; modulation/coding design and
satellite communications systems.

If you're interested in these openings in
McLean, Virginia (suburban Washington, D.C.)
send your resume to Mr. Homer S. Willie, Jr., at
The MITRE Corporation, 1904 Dolley Madison
Blvd., McLean, Virginia 22101.

If you're interested in these Bedford, Mass.
(suburban Boston) openings, send your resume to Mr. Fred Brown, The MITRE Corporation, 824 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, Mass.
01730.

THE _ _ _ _ _ __

CORPORATION

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & Fl
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PEOPLE
One of the founders of Data Products
Corp. is now its president. Graham
Tyson, who joined Erwin Tomash in
1962 to form the \Voodland Hills,
Calif., peripherals manufacturing
firm, was promoted early this year
from senior vp to president and chief
operating officer. Tomash is the firm's
chairman and chief executive officer.
One of Tyson's first moves in the new
position was to add more clout to the
firm's marketing organization by assigning the company's vp for oem
marketing to take charge of all marketing activity. Jack Ogg now becomes senior vice president of marketing-a new post in which he oversees the firm's oem and svstems division marketing. Ogg ha; been with
the company six years and earlier
heJd advertising and marketing posts
with Electronic Memories and Magnetics and Ampex Computer Products.
C. W. Spangle has been vice president and head of Honeywell Information Systems (HIS) since the merger last August of Honeywell and
General Electric's computer operations. The 45-year-old executive, who
started with Honeywell as a salesman
25 years ago, has now been assigned
additional duties as executive vp of
the company, succeeding Charles L.
Davis who left to hecome president
of Addressograph-Multigraph Corp.

Graham Tyson A. Ficarra

in January . . . . Information Storage
Systems, Inc., the Cupertino, Calif.,
disc drivc manufacturer, has named
James J. \Voo chief operating officer.
The former Chinese Nationalist Air
Force officcr is a founder of ISS and
has heen its vp for operations. At the
time of his promotion, ISS was negotiating a mcrger into ITEL Corp., San
Francisco ... Also in San Francisco,
the complltcr peripheral leasing

April 1, 1.971

company, Transamerica Computer
Co., formally named James Rush as
its president-a post he has been occupying without the title for a year.
Rush is aIso vp-administration with
the parent Transamerica Corp. Robert Elmore was named executive vpfinailce. Fraser Wallace continues as
executive vp-operations . . . Robert
M. Bleiweiss, a .36-year-old former
publisher and public relations execu~
tive, has been named president of
c&s Information Publications, Inc., a
newly formed subsidiary of Computing and Software, Inc., Los Angeles.
He's the author of Marching to FrC'edom, the life of Martin Luther King,
Jr.
New appointments in the computer services business: Thomas J. Sorger was named exec vp of Engineering Computer Systems, Inc., Lexington, Mass., computer consulting and
facilities management firm . . . Anthony M. Ficarra, 28, is the youngest
officer of Ennis Brandon Computer
Services, Inc., Dallas, and one of its
most outstanding. To recognize this,
the company recently named him
executive vice president. One of his
first moves in the new post was to
name Jon C. Dell'Antonia as a vp of
the firm, and at 29, his senior by one
year . . . Fred M. Schriever was
elected vp for consulting services with
the Consulting Group of Leasco, Inc.,
New York.
Roger C. Guarino, Sr., former corpOl'ate director of systems and data
processing with Kelsey-Hayes Co.,
has joined American Express as vp of
data processing and communications
... Robert F. McGrath is the new vpfinance and controller of GTE Information Systems, Inc., which provides
data processing products and services through seven operating divisions ... Data 100 Corp., Minneapolis,
elected Robert N. Trimpey vp and
controller . . . D. J. Garrity, former
manager of planning and financial
analysis with McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co., Huntington Beach,
Calif., has been named director of
business operations with McDonnell
Douglas Automation Co., St. Louis, a
new post . . . F. Peter Fisher is the
new president of Computer ~licro
film Systems, Inc., Clcndale, Calif.,
succeeding Jerry Stears who has resigned. John Discola joins the company as its first vp of marketing. Discola and Fisher formcrly were with
Computerbase Corp., Los Angeles,
where Fisher was pl"{:sident.
•

FINAN(;IAL and EDP
In the personnel field, meaningful personalization must be combined with
maximum selection ... that's why we
coined the word personnel-ized.
Only the large organization can offer a
genuine selection, because they have the
quantity to select from . . . more
positions ... more people ... greater
personnel-ization.
Robert Half is the largest source.in the
FINANCIAL and DATA PROCESSING
placement field ... where you select the
best because you select from the most
... where the service is not only personalized, but is personnel-ized.

ROBERT HALF
PERSONNEL AGENCIES

IHI

'i: : I
Atlanta: 235 Peachtree St., N.E. ........
.. .. (404)
..... (301)
Baltimore: The Quadrangle-Cross Keys
Boston: 140 Federal St. .,..................
(617)
.. (704)
Charlotte: 907 Baugh Bldg..........
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave. .
.. .. (312)
Cincinnati: 606 Terrace Hilton..
.. ............ (513)
Cleveland: 1367 E. 6th 51.
.... (216)
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg. .......
.. .. (214)
Denver: 1612 Court Place .......
.. ............. (303)
Detroit: 140 Honeywell Center, Southfield ...... (313)
Garden City, N.Y.: 585 Stewart Ave ................ (516)
Hartford, Conn.: 75 Pearl St. ..........
.. .. (203)
Houston: 1200 Central Nat'/. Bank Bldg ....... (713)
............. (317)
Indianapolis: 9 N. Illinois St.
Kansas City: 127 W. 10th St. ........................... (816)
Los Angeles: 3600 Wil,hire Blvd.
..... (213)
Memphis: 12 S. Main 51.
..... (901)
Miami: 1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg.
..... (305)
Milwaukee: The Clark Bldg. .....
.. ... (414)
Minneapolis: 822 Marquette Ave..
.. .. (612)
Newark: 1180 Raymond Blvd. ...
.. .. (201)
New York: 330 Madison Ave.
.. ............. (212)
.. ............. (714)
Orange, Cal.: 500 South Main.
Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center Plaza
........... (215)
Phoenix: 1517 Del Webb Townehouse .............. (602)
Pittsburgh: Gateway Towers..
.. ........ (412)
.. .. (503)
Portland, Ore.: 610 SW. Alder 51......
Providence: 76 Westminster 51.............
.. .. (401)
Rochester: One Marine Midland P,aza ............... (716)
.. ....... (314)
St. Louis: 1015 Locust St... ........ ;...
San Francisco: 111 Pine St.......
.. .. (415)
San Jose: 675 North First 51......
.. (408)
Stamford, Conn.: 111 Prospect 51.......
.. .. (203)
Washington D.C.: 7316 Wisconsin Ave. N.W .... (301)

688·2300
323·7770
423·6440
333·5173
782·6930
621·7711
621·0670
742·9171
244·2925
354·1535
248·1234
278·7170
228·0056
636·5441
474-4583
381·7974
527·7324
377·8728
271·9380
336·8636
623·3661
986·1300
835-4103
568-4580
279·1688
471·5946
222·9778
274·8700
546·3Q20
231·0114
434·1900
2!)39040
325415B
G541USO
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tp TECHNICAL

h,forex, Inc. . ................................ 14, 15
Inter-Act Corporation, A Subsidiary of
Advanced Computer Techniques Corporation. . . . . . .. 67
International Peripheral Equipment ................ , 52

PUBLISHING COMPANY

Arthur L. Rice, Jr., President
Gardner F. Landon, Exec. Vice President, and President, Thompson Divilion
James B. Tafel, Exec. Vice President, and President, Technical Division
Calverd F. Jacobson, Financial Vice President .
Edwin C. Prouty, Jr., Secretary and Director of Data Processing

ADVERTISING OFFICES
Sales Manager
& Vice President

JOHN BRENNAN
205 West Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606
(312) 346-1026
Eastern District Managers
JAMES M. MORRIS
WARREN A. TIBBETTS
IRWIN L. WERFEL
35 Mason Street, Greenwich, Conn. 06830
(203) 661-5400
WARREN A. TIBBETTS
New England District Manager
112 West Haven Rd., Manchester, N.H., 03104
& Vice President
(603) 625-9498
Midwest District Manager
JOHN M. GLEASON
205 West Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606
(312) 346-1026
HAMILTON S. STYRON
Western Manager
94 So. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, Cal. 91101
& Senior Vice President
(213) 681-8486

Western District Manager

England and Western Europe

JAMES E. FILIATRAULT
61 Renato Court, Redwood City, Cal. 94061
(415) 364-3171
WALLACE K. PONDER
12 Somerset House, Somerset Road
London, SW 19, England
01-947-0076

National Blank Book Company, Inc ................ 58, 59
Novar Corporation ...... , ..................... "
4

Paradyne Corporation ........................... 68
Potter Instrument Company, Inc ..................... 8, 9
Precision Instrument . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

Resume Power for Computer Professionals ........ Cover 3
RSVP Services ................................. 57
Singer Micrographics Systems. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Source EDP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Tally Corporation .............................. .
"Teletype Corporation .......................... 36, 37
Varian Data Machines ........................ Cover 2:
W. L. S. Inc. ................................... 57
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Computer and Instrumentation Division '" ..... Cover 4
Wright Line, A Division of
Barry Wright Corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21

ADVERTISERS'

INDEX
Albert Associates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
American Technological Institute ................. "
Arinc Research Corporation,
A Subsidiary of Aeronautical Radio, Inc. . . . . . . . . . ..
Atron Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Auerbach Info, Inc............................. "

MDS .......................................... 54
The Mitre Corporation ......................... " 70

60
64
45
2
53

CUSTOMER
ENGINEERS

4
Beemack Plastics
The Bendix Corporation, Computer Graphics . . . . . . . . .. 10
Blazer Corporation .............................. " 47
Burroughs .................................... 18

Commercial Computer Field
CalComp is the world leader in computer
graphics. We were first to develop an incremental digital plotter and have continued to
expand our product line with random access
memory disc drives, mini-computers, controllers, tape units and automated controls for
keypunch.
Positions are available in 41 key cities
throughout the U.S. for customer engineers
with systems field service experience on
large scale commercial computers and all
related peripheral equipment.
Be a part of this vigorous growth and
realize your maximum potential within your
career field. You'll need a minimum of 2
years applicable experience.
Write or send resume to request application
and/or further information to:
Dave Elling, Dept. D~2
2411 W. La Palma Ave., Anaheim, Ca. 92803

California Computer Products, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72
Collins Radio Company ........................ " 50
Computertalk Terminals, Division of
LMC Data, Inc. . ....................... "....... 56
Consolidated Computer International Inc ...... 41,42,43,44
Cybermatics Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '6
Data Transportation Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Datamation Industry Directory ................... "
DATAMATION Magazine ................ ".........
A. B. Dick Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
Documation Incorporated ....................... "

52
5
61
66
51

Florida Department of Commerce, "
Bureau of Industrial Development

46

Gould Inc., Graphics Division .................... 48, 49
Robert Half Personnel Agencies ............ '.' . . . . .. 71

©®©e@@®
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS,INC.
~
An equal opportunity employer
~
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DATAMATION

It's about time
somebody came up with a
new way for you to get a job.

w~g\J~ cOJCDDD~ OlJo
By taking a long look at what the computer professional
needs to get a job. We figure that's three things.
Knowing where the jobs are.
So we brought the entire U.S. data processing
job market down to bite size, so you can
digest it however you wish. We clip all
computer job ads from newspapers in more than
60 cities, where over 90% of the opportunities
exist. And we mail them to you each week. You
take it from there. You evaluate the hundreds of
available opportunities across the nation, and make
your own decision. Confidentially. Based on what
you want. Not what someone else thinks you want.
Or wants you to want.

U

9

Having marketable skills.
You know what you're worth, and you're
,\") worth even more, without a fat employment
'- fee attached. Our charge is strictly for
the national computer job ad service and/ or the
service.
~resume
______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r.

~

Gentlemen:
I'm ready to do it.
Send me the national computer job ad service for
4 weeks @ $24 0 8 weeks @ $39
o Please call me to develop a Great Resume

o

~

Having a resume.
U,/I A Great Resume. One that effectively
jf_ communicates your marketable computer
L--.J skills and experience to both personnel
and technical management. And produces
meaningful interviews. It's what a resume should
do. And what we know A Great Resume will do.
Because we've blended our three critical skillswriting, computer expertise, and personnel-to
develop, test and successfully use this resume
concept exclusively for computer professionals
during the past three years. It's all done in the
strictest confidence. And we're not an employment
agency or search firm, so the resume goes directly
to you. Only you.

area code

phone number

($9 will be deducted from cost of A Great Resume when
ordered along with the national computer job ad service).
My check for $
is enclosed.
Charge my 0 Bank Americard 0 American Express

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _~-~--------(Please Print)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C i l y - - - - - - - S t a t e _ _ _ _ Zip _ _

~--------------------------------------.

what's it cost?
For our national computer job ad service, just $24 for four weeks; $39 for eight.
For a Great Resume, $75.
Or you can have them both for $90 (and save yourself $9).
All together, it's an unbeatable combination.
Real job opportunities. A Great Resume. And You.

OC~0QS5~~ Q)(D~~~~
FOR COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
2415 PANAMA ST., PHILA., PA. 19103

Call col/ect tor Interview or information any time-day or night (215) 732-5530
CIRCLE 46 ON READER CARD

The'growing family of Westinghouse Computers
Westinghouse Computer Department,
dedicated to the principle that response
to customer needs must be paramount,
introduces the newest member of its expanding computer family, the Westinghouse 2550 Satellite Processor. It joins
the recently-announced Westinghouse
2500 table model and rack-mounted
model 16-bit digital computer line. The
Westinghouse 2550, one of the industry's first user-oriented modular systems for remote and off line data
processing, is available today for
today's user requirements. The basic
We s tin g h 0 use 2550 con fig u rat ion
incorporates the
versatile 2500
computer with
4096 words of
memory, control
console, data set
adapter, card
reader, line
Westinghouse 2500 Table Model
printer, and supWestinghouse 2500
porting software
Rack·Mounted Model
(executive communication system, I/O handlers, data
set adapter handler, communication
formatter with data compression,
and emulators compatible with

IBM, UNIVAC, CDC and other terminal
manufacturers).
The Westinghouse 2500 computer
line features a 750 nanosecond memory
cycle time, 4096 words expandable to
65,536, hardware multiply/divide, a full .
line of peripherals, and many options
that give meaning to systems modularity. Established software features monitors, FORTRAN IV compilers, BASIC
compilers, ass~mblers, linking loaders,
cross assembler/simulator and numerous other packages.
The option-oriented approach of
Westinghouse Computer Department
products offers the
customer unusual
versati I ity plus the
knowledge and experience of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation's many
years of activity in
the computer business. Write Westinghouse Computer
Department for detailed literature. You
can be sure if it's
Westinghouse!

I

Telephone (305) 843-7030
Computer Department
Computer and Instrumentation Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
1200 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida 32804

Westinghouse 2550 Satellite Processor
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